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Abstract of thesis entitled 
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submitted by 
Chan Tak Chun, Andrew 
for the Degree of Master of Philosophy at the Chinese University of Hong Kong 
in June 1997 
In this thesis, we are concerned with a type of cyclic staff 
scheduling problems where shift changes during each week are 
undesirable and should be kept to the minimum if possible. The 
problem is of a cyclic nature, in that the weekly pattem of demand for 
staff is assumed the same over all the weeks. Staff are assigned into 
moming, afternoon, and night shifts in each week, and night shifts are 
scheduled in a consecutive manner with the maximum number of night 
shifts bounded by a prespecified number. This is a practical model, 
which reflects the real scheduling environments in many local service 
organizations. In constrast to many scheduling problems which are 
NP-hard and are thus intractable from a computational viewpoint, we 
find that solution can be found efficiently for this model. In the thesis, 
we will propose efficient methods to first find the minimum number of 
staff required, and then construct working schedules for individual 
workers. Extensions to problems with staff of multiple skills are also 
examined. The techniques proposed have been used to develop a 
software system to solve the staff scheduling problem in a local air 
ii 
cargo company. The system is developed with a World Wide Web 
interface, which can be extended to other organizations of similar 
structures. Empirical tests demonstrate that the system developed is 
very efficient and is capable of handling large number of workers. 
iii 
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1.1.1 Motivation of the Research 
Manpower Scheduling is one of the most common problems in daily Ufe. 
Telephone companies schedule for operators, hospitals schedule for nurses, 
transportation companies schedule for drivers and cargo handling staff. Staff 
scheduling is particularly important in service organizations in which service is 
provided on a continuous basis. Fluctuation of demand, turn-over of staff, labour 
legislation requirement, company policy, employee and employer expectation aU 
impose great challenges to the staff responsible for scheduling their employees. 
Because of the predominance of the service industry in Hong Kong, it is most 
important to understand the nature of scheduling problems, and to develop techniques 
and methodologies to tackle them. If we are able to do this, not only can the society 
save money and resources, workers can also benefit by becoming more satisfied. 
Ultimately, morale, as well as working efficiency, can be enhanced. 
1.1.2 Goal of the Research 
In this thesis, we will tackle a type of cyclic scheduling problems which have 
the characteristics as follows. There are three shifts, namely moming, afternoon, and 
night shifts. Morning and afternoon shifts are called day shifts which are handled 
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differently from night shifts. For best performance of workers, shift changes during 
each week are undesirable and should not occur if possible. Night shifts are taken 
consecutively for 4 days, followed by a compensation leave and an ordinary day-off. In 
a planning period of one week, each worker can only be assigned once to consecutive 
night shifts. 
We assume that the weekly demand pattem for staff is the same over all weeks. 
Also, on each day, the total staff requirement for day-shifts is greater than the staff 
requirement for the night shift. We consider the cases where the maximum total 
working days is 6 in a week, and the number of consecutive night shifts is 4. 
We aim at developing an efficient approach to solve this problem and 
implement a computer system to apply the method developed. 
1.1.3 Achievement of the Thesis 
By making use of the techniques of cyclic day-off scheduling, we will propose 
how to tackle the above problem by decomposing it into a number of sub-problems. 
The solution found efficiently by this method. 
We will apply our approach to an air cargo company. For the staff scheduling 
problem of that company, the input requirement is an hourly workload forecast and the 
company has multiple jobs each requiring specific skills. We will show how we can 
make use of the proposed method to assign ajob and generate the associated schedule 
for each worker. A software system has been developed. The system has a World 
Wide Web interface, which can be extended to other organizations of similar features. 
Empirical testing shows that the system developed is very efficient and is capable of 
handling a large number of workers. 
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1.1.4 Structure of the Thesis 
In the next sections of this chapter, the literature of manpower scheduling 
research is briefly reviewed. Chapter 2 describes the formulation of a class of shift 
scheduling problems. Chapter 3 describes our method to obtain the solution for the 
problem and extends the method to the multiple-skill case. Chapter 4 describes the 
application of the proposed method to a real life manpower scheduling environment. 
Chapter 5 describes the implementation of a computer system to apply our approach. 
Chapter 6 provides some concluding remarks. 
1.2 Literature Review 
In this section, we will describe the objective of manpower scheduling, its 
relation to manpower planning in an organization, the mathematical formulations, and 
the literature on each category of manpower scheduling problems. 
1.2.1 Objective of Manpower Scheduling Problem 
In staff scheduling, a schedule is the decision of whether or not to assign a 
worker to work in each shift in the planning period concerned. The objective is to 
satisfy the demand for staff at all times with the minimum (or available) resources. 
When a company has different types of jobs, the decision involves also which job to be 
assigned to which worker. 
To formulate a staff scheduling problem, the following terminology is usually 
used. (See Bechtold & Jacobs, (1990)). Planning Period is the interval for which 
forecast of demand for staff is established. Shift is defined by the starting time, and the 
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ending time. Usually each worker can only take one shift each day, and a maximum of 
5 to 6 working days of work each week. Different companies have different policies, 
which result in the so-called scheduling constraints. 
1.2.2 Relationship between Manpower Scheduling and ManpoWr 
Planning 
In general, manpower scheduling is not possible without a correct estimation 
of manpower requirement. In reality, operations researchers need to plan ahead on the 
medium term or long term requirement and recruit sufficient staff to satisfy the 
requirement. This process is called manpower planning. Manpower scheduling is the 
process of designing short-term, such as one week, schedules for individual staff. 
When actual requirement deviates from what has been planned, the schedule 
refinement process will provide adjustment to the schedules designed. These processes 
are defined below: 
Manpower planning is concerned with determining the right number of individuals to 
various locations in different periods of time so as to satisfy the workload forecast in 
different locations. A reasonably correct model is important to determine the correct 
number of individuals for a given amount of workload. 
Manpower scheduling is concerned with the assignment of staff into schedules so as 
to meet the manpower requirement obtained in manpower planning and to satisfy a 
number of schedule and skill constraints, at the lowest cost. This part is subdivided 
into two parts. One is for generating individual schedules, in which following 
questions have to be answered for each worker: 
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-which day is day-off 
-which shift is assigned 
-which type ofjob is assigned 
The other problem is to determine solutions for the following: 
- f o r a given workforce requirement and constraints, find the minimum number 
of workers in a certain skill class 
-cons t ruc t a cycle of schedule so that all schedules will be rotated among 
workers of the same class and that the constraints remain to be satisfied. 
Schedule Refinement provides a means to detect a mismatch between the actual 
manpower requirement and the number of individuals assigned, and refines the 
schedule by taking appropriate action upon workforce surplus or insufficiency is 
detected. 
Although the above three sub-models are described separately, they are highly 
related to each other. As shown in Figure 1.1, an iterative model can be used in which 
the solution will be refined until it is found acceptable. 
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Figure 1.1 Data Flow in Manpower Scheduling 
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The manpower planning process makes use of the workload forecast 
information to calculate the workers requirement. The manpower scheduling process 
produces a set of schedules for the available staff to satisfy the demand and assign a 
schedule to each staff. The schedule refinement process adds minor changes to the 
schedules and feeds back information of staff insufficiency or surplus for a particular 
skill to the planning module so that decision of staff relocation or staff recruitment can 
be made. 
1.2.3 Basic Model of Manpower Scheduling 
In this section we will describe the basic model of manpower scheduling. We 
will see that the general staff scheduling problem tums out to be one of the general 
intractable problems from a computational point of view. 
The simplest form of manpower scheduling involves defining a set of possible 
working schedules by a collection of c-tuples, as defined by Garey & Johnson (1979): 
'1 if period i is a working period in schedule j 
彻 [ 0 otherwise 
j = l,2,...,m and i = l,2,...,c. 
where m is the number of schedules and c is the number of time periods. Let A = [a^] 
be an c times m matrix. The demand for staff in the problem is an c-tuple R of non-
negative integers representing the requirement for staff on each period. Suppose there 
are n available workers and each can take one of the m schedules. Let x be a c-tuple 
column vector of non-negative integers representing the number of workers being 
assigned to each schedules, i.e., 
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Xj = number of workers assigned to schedules j，where j =： 1,2，.. •, m. 
The question is whether there exists x such that 
1^-JC < n 
T 
(1 is a unit row vector ) 
and 
A.x>R 
x> 0 : integer, 
where R is the column vector representing the demand for staff, A is a matrix that 
consists of the feasible patterns. 
Garey and Johnson (1979) demonstrated the transformation of this problem 
from the X3C problem, and showed its NP-completeness. Since late seventies, the 
above formulation has been commonly known as the tour scheduling problem. Up to 
now, none of the NP-complete problems has been solved by any polynomial time 
algorithm. 
1.2.4 Categories of Manpower Scheduling Research 
In the model described in Section 1.2.3, if the minimum period represent one 
day of a week, the problem is known as day-off scheduling. If the minimum period is 
one hour and the total number of periods is 168 (total number of hours in a week), the 
problem is known as tour scheduling. If the minimum period is one shift (e.g. 8 
hours), the problem becomes a shift scheduling problem. Researches on these areas 
will be described in more details in the next sections. 
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hours), the problem becomes a shift scheduling problem. Researches on these areas 
will be described in more details in the next sections. 
Other researches include attempts to satisfy personnel preference. Some early 
examples were Wamer (1976) and Miller (1976). They used mathematical 
programming to assign nurses to one of their preferred schedules. Their approaches 
were shown to be successful for a ward of around 50 people. Using a schedule 
generation and preference matching approach, Franz & Miller (1993) derived a 
heuristic solution for generating training schedules for medical staff. Jorge Freire de 
Sousa (1991) developed an interactive system for crew scheduling. In the next 
sections, each type of the most common staff scheduling problem will discussed. 
1.2.5 Day-off Scheduling 
Study of manpower scheduling started in the sixties as a branch of operations 
research, and the main subject was day-off scheduling. In day-off scheduling, the time 
period represents a day in a week and the objective is to determine the minimum 
number of workers to satisfy the demand for staff subject to the constraint that each 
worker is given one day-off. 
Researches in the late seventies evolved into the so called "cyclic scheduling". 
The objective of cyclic scheduling is to construct a series of weekly schedules to meet 
the demand of manpower in a certain fashion. Baker, Crabill & Magazine (1973) and 
Baker (1976) studied the problem with 4-hour periods over a 24-hour planning 
horizon. Baker (1973) derived an expression of minimum worker requirement for a 
week with six working days. Baker (1974) extended day-off scheduling to allow for 
full-time and part-time staff. Barthodi III (1978)，(1980) proved that a problem with a 
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consecutive off days is solvable while those with non-consecutive off-days in a week 
are NP-complete. The problem is usually denoted by {n,m), where n is the number of 
consecutive working days and m the planning periods. The model of consecutive day-
off scheduling is shown below: 
T 
min V X (1 is a unit row vector ) 
subject to: 
A.x>R 
x> 0 : integer. 
where x is the column vector with each element x, being the number of workers 
required for schedule type i. The schedule i is represented by the i-th column vector of 
A. For example, for the (5,7) problem, A is given by: 
"0 1 1 1 1 1 0" 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
_1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
Bartholdi III, Orlin, Ratliff (1980) optimally solved the (n,m) cyclic staffing 
problem. 
Vohra (1987) derived a simple solution for the (5,7) problem. Recently, Hung 
(1994) presented an optimal solution for a problem with a planning period of 3 to 4 
weeks. 
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1.2.6 Tour Scheduling 
Tour scheduling extends day-off scheduling to hourly scheduling which 
increases the planning period from 7 to a maximum of 168 hours (per week). In this 
type of problems there is a fixed number of possible schedules, each of which 
represents the work schedule of a worker. For example, the following sequence of 
ones and zeroes, with one meaning work and zero meaning off, represents a possible 
schedule down to 4-hour periods in a week: 
000000100110010001101000110100110010011001000000 
Each separation is a boundary between days. Therefore, the above schedule 
means day-off on day one and seven, work between 8 hours and 16 hours on day two, 
five and six, and work between 12 and 20 hours on day three and four. 
As discussed in Section 1.2.3, this is an NP-complete problem which has no 
polynomial solution ever known. Therefore, heuristic approaches are the major 
technique to tackle the problem, see Li (1991), Brusco (1993), Easton (1991). One-
pass heuristical solutions attract many researchers, see Morris & Showalter (1983), 
Bechtold, Brusco, Showalter (1991). To perform some standard comparison, Morris 
& Showalter (1983) suggested to use a set of problems with different waveforms and 
amplitudes in the demand curves. 
Another branch of study in this area is to schedule with breaks (such as lunch 
break or tea break). Jacobs & Bechtold (1990) successfully used an implicit modeling 
technique to tackle the problem. Thompson (1988) suggested the use of flexible 
breaks. Bartholdi III (1980) developed a round-off approach and established the error 
bound for a given scheduling problem with breaks. 
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1.2.7 Shift Scheduling 
In the eighties, shift scheduling became the focus of research. Shift scheduling 
can be regarded as a simplified model of tour scheduling but a generalized model of 
day-off scheduling. Instead of expanding the "whole-week" tour of each possible 
schedule, one week's schedule is divided into smaller pieces with a few shifts over one 
day. In each day's schedule, a worker is assigned to a fixed period of time, called 
shift. For example, 
7 am - 2 pm is called Morning Shift (labeled 'A') 
2 pm - 8 pm is called Afternoon Shift (labeled ‘P，） 
8 pm - 7 am (next day) is called Night Shift (labeled 'N') 
“whole day o f f is called "off (labeled ‘0，） 
It is legitimate, however, to have more than 3 shifts or have overlapping shifts. 
For example, the following shifts are overlapping: 
6 am - 3 pm 
2 pm - 11pm 
10 pm - 7 am (next day) 
The benefit of this type of shifts is that work can be handed over more 
smoothly between two shifts. Each worker is assigned to one shift each day. 
However, there are some restrictions, such as not allowing certain shift changes (like 
change from P to A). This guarantees sufficient rest hours between consecutive 
working shifts, and is called "Shift Change Constraints", according to Koop (1988). 
Koop (1988) has used a network model to represent the shift scheduling problem and 
solved the problem when the shift change constraint is "Offday Ordered" (either vaHd 
shift change or change to an Off day), or "Offday Chain" (either no shift change or 
change to an Off day). 
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Koop (1988) successfully solved this class of shift scheduling problems by 
using network programming. He also found a formula to compute the minimum 
number of staff subject to “Offday Ordered" or "Offday Chain" shift change 
constraints. 
Ozkarahan (1988) and Musa (1989) used goal programming and integer 
programming to develop an integrated scheduling support system for nurse scheduling. 
Sinuany-Stern & Teomi (1986) proposed another approach to handle a special 
scheduling problem with multi-objectives. Hosios & Rousseau (1980) dealt with the 
single-shift cyclic scheduling problem with multiple job types and locations by using a 
fully binary integer programming. Since there are too many variables even for a 
reasonably simple situation, they decomposed the problem into a series of 
subproblems, each solved as a set covering problem. Carter & Burns (1985) 
considered single-shift and variable demands. Koop & Burns (1987) investigated 
multiple shifts with a fixed demand on weekdays and on weekends. Vohra (1988) 
suggested a heuristic for scheduling with breaks. 
We can see that both tour scheduling and shift scheduling can handle day-offs 
but one is NP-complete while the other is solvable under certain constraints (such as 
Offday Ordered or Offday Chain). Nevertheless, the former model addresses hourly 
demand, which can result in a better solution to the company. 
1.2.8 Heterogeneous Manpower Scheduling 
Heterogeneous staff scheduling is a problem where workers can be grouped in 
such a way that each group possesses the same mix of skills. Compared with the 
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homogeneous case, the heterogeneous case could be considered as an extension to one 
additional dimension: the assignment to ajob or post which requires a specific skill. A 
fully binary integer programming model was used by Hosios & Rousseau (1980) to 
solve the problem of single shift cyclic scheduling with multiple job types and 
locations. In fact, similar problems fall into the category of a generalized assignment 
problem, see Gavish & Pirkul (1991), Mazzola & Neebe (1986). The generalized 
assignment problem, or a multi-index assignment problem was an NP-Complete 
problem, see Ross & Soland (1975). 
In the nineties, job type assignment in heterogeneous manpower scheduling has 
become one of the most challenging objectives, but it appears that no one has 
successfully studied this problem in details, and no general solution has been identified. 
Bums & Emmons (1991) studied day-off scheduling for a problem with hierarchical 
worker categories of only 3 types of workers and special mixing conditions. Loucks & 
Jacobs (1991) attempted to solve a tour scheduling problem with heterogeneous 
workforce by a heuristic approach. The heuristic was applied to restaurants of 24 staff 
and achieved some success. 
1.2.9 A Concluding Remark 
In the studies reviewed above, cyclic day-off scheduling is the only well solved 
problem. However, any change of its assumptions can turn the problem intractable. 
One example is the non-consecutive day-offs. Also, if there are multiple overlapping 
shifts on a day, the problem becomes very difficult. The tour scheduling is more 
versatile in describing a problem. However, due to its NP-hardness, one can only 
apply heuristic methods and the quality of the solution obtained cannot be guaranteed. 
Network programming can be used to solve multiple shift staff scheduling problems 
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and optimal solutions can be found under certain conditions. Unfortunately, if there 
are many constraints to be considered, it may not be directly applicable. 
The type of problems we are concerned with is close to a cyclic scheduling 
problem but consists of multiple overlapping shifts in which night shifts have certain 
practical requirement. This requires us to explore the structure of this type of 




2.1 Problem Statement 
The type of organizations we plan to tackle is one providing continuous service 
at all times, which has three shifts each day, namely, moming, afternoon and night 
shifts. The first two types of shifts, namely moming and aftemoon shifts, are known as 
day shifts. Workers are given one day-off in each week, and one additional 
compensation leave after four days of consecutive night shifts. In any week, a worker 
can only be assigned to a period of four consecutive night shifts once. Day shifts 
assigned to workers must be the same within a week. Nevertheless, for workers taking 
night shifts, they will be assigned two off-days, one AM or PM shift, in addition to the 
four consecutive night shifts. Besides, it is a company policy that the number of 
workers taking any night shift schedule should be made, if possible, less than that 
taking any day shift schedule. This policy prevents the situation from occurring where 
too many workers are assigned to night shift schedules, which are undesirable from the 
viewpoints of both the company and its employees. 
The objective is to minimize the number of workers required to satisfy the 
demand for staff in all the shifts. Weekly demands for staff are assumed to be the same 
over different weeks. The schedule to be constructed should be cyclic, namely, the 
same schedule is applicable in each and every week. The difference of scheduling over 
different weeks is that workers may rotate on different working patterns in different 
weeks. 
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2.2 Mathematical formulation 
Notation 
d day of week d e D , D = { 1, 2,.., 7}. 
j shifttype je J,J= { A, P,N}, 
where 
A represents moming shift, 
P represents aftemoon shift, 
N represents night shift. 
fjd requirement of workers on shift j of day d , 
j e J，d G D. Vjd is a non-negative integer. 
In addition, we will use the following terminology: 
Pattem A series of shifts within a week. 
For example, (A,A，A,A,A，0,A) is a 7-day pattem with the day off on 
day 6. Sometimes we also call a weekly pattem as a weekly schedule. 
Vjd A pattem containing shift j and first day-off on day d, 
j e J d e D. 
For example, (A,A，A,A，A,0，A) is represented by VA6, 
(N,N,N,N,0,0,P) is one pattern represented by Vm. 
Pjj Number of workers required for pattern Vjd , j e J d e D. 
Wj Number of workers required for a pattern containing shift j 
j^J 
2 y j A pattem containing shift Nand with a shift j , ye{A,P}, andthe 
day-offbegins on day d, d e D . For example, (N,N,N,N,0,0,A) is 
represented by Qxs. 
ppmd Number of workers required for pattern Qjd . ( j e {A,P}, d e D ). 
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The following lists all the night shift patterns which are feasible in our problem as 
described in Section 2.1, where j e {A,P}. 
2 /1 : (0,0,7,N,N,N,N) 
Qj2 ： (N,0,0,7,N,N,N) 
Qj3 ： (N,N,0,0,7,N,N) 
G/4 ： (N,N,N,0,0, ; ,N) 
Qj5 ： (N,N,N,N,0,0,7) 
Qj6 ： (7 ,N,N,N,N,0,0) 
Qn ： ( 0 , 7 , N , N , N , N , 0 ) . 
The reason that the above patterns are the only feasible ones is as follows: 
• Night shifts must be assigned consecutively (note that we are considering cyclic 
scheduling and thus the two “0” in Qpa or Qvi，are also regarded as consecutive) 
and the number of night shifts in a week is four. 
• A compensation day-off and ordinary day-off must follow the night shifts. 
The following lists all of the feasible day shift patterns in our problem as described in 
Section 2.1, where j = A, P. 
Vji : (0,j, j, j, j, j, j ) 
Vj2 ： (7,0, j, j, j, j, j ) 
V/3 ： U, ;,o, j, j, j, j ) 
Vj4 ： U, j, j,o, j, j, j ) 
Vj5 : U, j, j, j,o, j, j ) 
Vj6 ： U, j, j, j, j,o, j ) 
Vp ： u, j, j, j, j, j’，o) . 
The above are the only feasible patterns in accordance with the requirement of the 
problem, that is, day shifts should not change during a week (to keep the shift change 
to the minimum). 
The problem to determine the minimum number of workers required can be 
formulated as follows: 
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(P1) 
min w = WA + wp + WN 
subject to 
V^A = ^P,u ， ⑴ 
deD 
wp = ^P,ci , (2) 
deD 
W N = Y ^ P n d ， （ 3 ) 
deD 
'0 1 1 1 1 1 1 r^ Al rAl - PP^ A6 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 pA2 VM - PPNA1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 pA7, rA3 - PPml 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 p A 4 > r A 4 - p p m 2 ( 4 ) 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 pA5 rA5 - /7/7NA3 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 PA6 rA6 - PP^ A4 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 DA7 VM-ppnK5 - 」L- 」 L- 」 
J 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 ppi r?\ - ppm>6 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 pP2 r?2 - PPNP1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 pp3 rp3 - ppNPi 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 pp4 > rp4 - p p N P 2 ( 5 ) 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 pp5 rp5 - ppNP3 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 pP6 rP6 - PPNP4 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 pP7 rP7 - PPNP5 
> 
0 1 1 1 1 0 O l � p m ] � r m 
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 PN2 rN2 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 pm rN3 
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 pm > rN4 (6) 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 pN5 rns 
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 /7N6 rm 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 /7N7 rN7 
_ _J L_i J 匕 "J 
5 
PP^Ad + PPNPd = PNd d G D, (7) 
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Pjd > P^, ViG{A,P} , d,cTeD, (8) 
ppi^Ad，PPNPci: non-negative integers, d e D， (9) 
Pjd ： non-negative integers, j e {A,P,N}, d eD. 
Equations (1) to (3) define the total numbers of workers. Equations (4) to (6) 
specify the constraints that demand for each shift (A, P, N) must be satisfied. Note 
that (4) and (5) contain pp_ ( j = A or P, d e D), which are the number of night-shift 
workers who should take a day-shift on the day d. (Please see the definition of feasible 
night shift patterns Qjd，d e D). (8) specifies that the number of workers taking any 
day shift schedule is greater than or equal to that of any night shift schedule. 
In Chapter 3 we will propose an efficient method to find the optimal solution 




3.1 Main Idea 
Note that the working patterns are cyclic schedules. Our idea is to decompose 
the problem formulated in Chapter 2 into two (6,7) day-off scheduling sub-problems 
(for the moming and aftemoon shifts) and one (4,7) day-off scheduling sub-problem 
(for the night shifts). Recall that {n,m) indicates a cyclic day-off scheduling problem in 
which workers work on n days in a planning period of m days. Bartholdi III，Orlin, 
Ratliff (1980) optimally solved the (n,m) cyclic staffing problem. However, in our 
problem formulated in Chapter 2 above, the variables of the three types of shifts are 
related to each other. Therefore, the method to solve the (n,m) cyclic staffing problem 
cannot directly be applied to our model. We will show in the next sections how this 
difficulty can be resolved. 
3.2 Algorithm for Cyclic Day-off Scheduling 
As we have mentioned previously, the minimum number of workers for each 
type of shifts, if their inter-relations are ignored, can be found by solving an (n,m) 
cyclic day-off scheduling problem in which workers work on n days in a planning 
period of m days. In this section we will first review the standard method to solve this 
(n,m) problem. This is essential to the method we are going to propose. 
Recall that cyclic day-off scheduling can be formulated as the following 
optimization problem: 
(CDS) 




x> 0 : integer 
where R is the column vector representing the demand for staff, x is the column vector 
with each element x^ being the number of workers required for a pattem d，de D. A is 
a matrix that consists of the 7 feasible patterns. For example, for the (5,7) problem, A 
is given by: 
"0 1 1 1 1 1 0" 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 一 — 
) 
where each column represents a feasible working pattem in a week. 




A.jc ' >R 
X ‘ > 0 : real number. 
To solve CDS, Barthodi III (1980) suggests the following algorithm: 
Algorithm 3.1 
1. Solve CDS' as a linear program with a method such as the Simplex Method. Let 
the optimal solution be x' *", de D. 
2. The optimal solution of CDS is given by: 
y * o-^  Y* , * 
入1 一 -A/| , 
Xd* =�x/*+".+Jcy*]-�Xi'*+-"+Xt/*], d = l”",l. 
where�z"] is the smallest integer greater than or equal to z. 
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3.3 Details of Our Method 
Note that (4) can be written as (10) below: 
~*i r~ ， p- "^ ^ 「^ 一 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 pM- ppnA6 rAi- /7/7NA6 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 PP^A6 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 pA2 - PPnAl Ykl - PPt^ Al 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 PPNA7 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 A^3- PPNAI rA3_PPwd 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 PP^ Al 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 pA4 - ppm2 > rA4 - ppNA2 - 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 ppm2 (10), 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 pA5- ppnA3 rA5 - ppuA3 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 ppm3 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 pA6_PPwa rA6- PPNA4 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 ppm4 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 PA7- PP^ A5 _rA7-ppNA5� 1 1 1 1 1 1 OjLp^ NA5_ 
5 
The right hand side of (10) is equivalent to 
_rAi"| � 1 0 0 0 0 0 0]�ppNA6~| � 0 1 1 1 1 1 l1�ppNA6-
m 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ppmi 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 p"NA7 
r^ 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 pp^ Ai 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 ppmi 
R.H.S = rA4 - 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 pp^^i - 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 pp^^i 
VAS 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 P^ NA3 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 PPNA3 
rA6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ppm4 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 ppm4 
rAi 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ppm5 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 pp^ A5 
_ J L _JL^  i J L- J|" ^ 
_ _«i — ~j「 編 
rAi 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 pptiA6 
rA2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ppmi 
rA3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 PPnAl 
=rAA — 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 PPNA2 
rA5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 PPNA3 
rA6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 P^ NA4 
rAl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 P^ NA5 







d=l r n 厂1] 厂八1 1 7 
rA3-^ PPNAd rA2 1 
d=l 1 rA3 1 7 7 
=rA4-^ PPtiAd — rA4 — y^j PPwJ 1 
J=1 d=l 1 • rA5 1 
7 
rA5-^ PPw^ d rA6 1 






Hence, (4) is equivalent to: 
_ *n r >1 � "~| � _ 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 PPA - PPNA6 rAl 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 PA2 - PPNA1 VM 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 A^3- P/?NAl rA3 ^ 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 A^4 - PP^ Kl > rA4 - ^PPmd 1 (11) 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 PA5- P^ NA3 rA5 “ 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 PA6- PP^ A4 rA6 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 C>A7 - DDNA5 rAl 1 
_ �L^ •*• •*• � L- J L- _ 
Similarly, (5) can be shown to be: 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 ppi - ppNP6 rpi 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 pp2 - ppm>7 Vp2 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 pp3-ppm>i rp3 7 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 pp4-ppm>2 > rp4 — ^ pp^ pd 1 (12) 
</=i 1 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 pp5 - ppnv3 rP5 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 p?6 - pp^ p4 rp6 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 ppi - p/7NP5 rp7 1 _ J L. � L J *— J 
Introduce the following transformation: 
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p' A1 p \^ - ppm6 
P' M pA2 - PPNA1 
P' A3 P^ -^PPNAI 
P' A4 = /7A4- PPNA2 (13) 
P' A5 PA5-PPNA3 
P' A6 /7A6-p/7NA4 
P' A7 DM-pP k^S 
• * <J L . — 
5 
_ M 「 一 
p' pi pp\ - ppup6 
P' P2 pP2 - ppm>l 
p' P3 pP3-ppNPl 
p' P4 = pp4 - ppn?l (14) 
P' P5 PP5 - PPw3 
P' P6 pP6 - P^ NP4 
P' P7 pvi - ppw5 
From (8) and (9), we have: 
/7A1 - pp^A6 0 
PA2 - PPNA1 0 
/?A3 - P^ NAl 0 
/?A4- /7^NA2 > 0 and 
PA5- PPN\3 0 
PA6 - PPNA4 0 
J9A7- PPtiA5 0 
？ 
ppi - pp^6 0 
PP2 - PPNP1 0 
/7P3- PPNP\ 0 
pp4 - ppm>2 > 0 
PP5 - pp^ p3 0 
PP6 - PfNP4 0 
PP7 - ppw5 0 
_ � L. 拳 
We now define: 
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7 
_A=ZP"NA" , (15) 
d=\ 
7 
WNP = 2 1 PP^^d， （16) 
cI=l 
W * A = X " � + V^NA, (17) 
deD 
W*p = ^p 'pd +WNP. (18) 
deD 
Note that 
WN = V%A + WNP . (19) 
Now we can re-write (11), (12) and (6) as three new sub-problems: 
(P2) I 
min w*A = ^ p'f^! + WNA 
deD 
subject to 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1~|「厂�1 �Ai 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 P' A2 rA2 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 p' A3 rA3 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 p' A4 > r A 4 - v % A 1 ( 2 0 ) 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 P�A5 rA5 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 p A 6 rA6 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 LP,A7�L,A7_| [l 
P' Ad> 0 : integers, d e D. 
(P3) I 




• 1 r ^ 广 ^  「— 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 p' pi rpi 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 p，P2 rp2 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 p' P3 rp3 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 p' P4 > n>4 - WNP 1 (21) 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 p P5 rp5 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 p' P6 rp6 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 p' P7 r?i 1 
_ � L . J ^ ~J L —I 
p' ?d> 0 : integers, d e D. 
(P4) 
min WN = ^P^d 
deD 
subject to 
「0 1 1 1 1 0 O l 「叫 � r m — 
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 pm rm 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 pm rm 
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 /?N4 > rN4 (22) 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 / 7 N 5 rN5 
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 N^6 rN6 
1 1 1 1 0 0 o j LpN7�L"N7_ 
pNd > 0 : integers, d G D. 
The three sub-problems are now related to each other only by the equation 
WN = WNA + WNp. The total number of workers required is given by: 
W = W*A + W*p + W*N . (23) 
where w*N is optimal solution for P4 • 
The following is our main alogrithm to solve the problem formulated in 
Chapter 2: 
Algorithm 3.2 
1. First solve (P4) and let the optimal solution be w*N . 
Set w to be a large integer. 
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2. F o r WNA = 0,…，w*N , d o 
(a) Calculate the corresponding WNP by (19). 
(b) Solve (P2) and (P3) respectively, and let the solutions be w*A and w*p . 
(c) If w > W*A + w*p + W*N , 
set w = W*A + w*p + W*N . 
3. The minimum w found in Step 2 is the optimal solution for the problem P1 and the 
corresponding values of pjd，je {A, P, N}，d eD, can be found by the algorithm 
described in the next section. 
3.4 Determining pjd and p p _ 
The algorithm 3.2 can only determine the optimal values of w*A , w*p，w*N , 
w*NA , w*NP as well as the corresponding optimal values of pnd , p\d , and p\d 
{d G D). We now show how to find the optimal values for pjd，jG {A, P, N), d eD, 
for the original problem P1. Let us first consider ppmd (d e D). From (15), (7) and 
(8) we have: 
7 
w*NA=5^P/^ NA" , (15a) 
d=\ 
pnd > pp^Kd>0, deD. (15b) 
Furthermore, from (13), we have: 
_ —^  p— — 
Pk\ P,AI + PPNA6 
P A 2 P A 2 + P P N A 1 
^ A 3 P ' A 3 + P P n A l 
PAA = P'A4 + PPNA2 (13a) 
fA5 p A 5 + P ^ N A 3 
P A 6 P ' A 6 + P f N A 4 
P h l p A 7 + P P W ^ 5 
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Note that in (15a)，(15b), (13a), w*NA , P^d，and p\d (d e D) are known by using 
Algorithm 3.2，but pp— and pAd (d e D) are unknown. Nevertheless, the number of 
unknowns is greater than the number of equations and thus we have much freedom to 
determine the values of these unknowns. What we propose here is: 
Algorithm 3.3 
1. Choose (arbitrarily) non-negative integers ppmd (d e D) subject to (15a) and (15b). 
2. Compute pAd (d e D) according to (13a). 
The same algorithm is applicable to determine the values for ppd {d G D). 
3.5 Assign workers to patterns 
In this step we assign a worker to a pattern (one week's schedule) under the 
scheduling constraints. There is a cost to assign a worker. If an assignment violates a 
constraint, then a very high cost should be given; otherwise the cost should be 
relatively low. Suppose that there are w workers and w patterns and that: 
Xik = 1 if worker i’ /=l,...,w, is assigned to pattern k, k = l,...,w; otherwise 0. 
Zik = cost to assign worker i to pattern k, k = l,...,w. 
The following is the worker assignment problem: 
(P5) 
min ^ ^ Xik • Zik 
I = l...W k = l...w 
subject to 
^Xik = l, V/: G {l...w} 
/=l...w 




Zinfeasbie if it violatcs 2L coHstraint to assign 
Zik = ^ worker i to pattern k， 
Z \ otherwise, 
9 
yi ,k G {l,.",w}. 
where Zinfeasibie > 0 are the cost for infeasible assignment and Z i^k is the cost to 
assign worker i to pattern k, ^i,k e {l,.",w}. 
The above is an assignment problem, which can be solved by the Hungary 
method, see Bunday (1984). 
3.6 Extension to Heterogeneous Shift Scheduling 
When a worker possesses more than one skill to do more than one type ofjobs, 
the problem is called heterogeneous staff scheduling. It involves assignment of not only 
working pattern, but also job type to a worker. In brief the worker needs to know 
what to do besides when to do. Usually a company requires change ofjob types under 
certain restriction. In our problem, we consider the restriction that job change should 
occur only when a week starts. Under such a restriction, the heterogeneous problem 
can be solved by: 
(1) first determining the minimum number of workers (and the associated number 
of workers to be assigned to the feasible working patterns) for each type of 
jobs by using the technique we developed above, and 
(2) then solving a transportation problem to assign the available workers to 
working patterns of each type of jobs, according to the skills of the available 
workers. 
Specifically, let s be a type of job, where s E S，S = { 1, 2, ...，MS] and MS is 
the number of job types. In the transportation problem, we have: 
29 
Given Data 
w.v Minimum number of workers required for job type s , s e S. 
This is obtained from the optimal solution w of a shift 
scheduling problem described in the sections above. 
Cis Cost for assigning worker i to skill 5". 
Cis equals 1 if the worker can be assigned, and MC {MC is the 
infeasible cost) if the worker cannot be assigned, 
i G /, 5 G S. where I is the set of workers. 
Decision Variables 
jis Assignment of worker i to job s . 
jis equals 1 if the worker is assigned, and 0 if the worker is not 
assigned, i e I，s e S. 
Then, the assignment of workers to the jobs can be formulated as the following 
problem: 
(P6) 
min Z ^ yis • Gs 
.ve5 isI 
subject to 
^ yis > w.v, V>y G S 
ieI 
^ yis 二 1, V/ G I 
seS 
We can use the standard transportation algorithm (See, for example, Bunday 
(1984)) to solve P6. 
After the assignment of workers to jobs is achieved by solving P6, the 
assignment of workers to working patterns within each type of jobs will be carried out 
by the approach described in Section 3.5. 
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Chapter 4 
Application to Air Cargo Company 
In this chapter we will apply the methods developed in previous chapters to 
solve a real staff scheduling problem in an air cargo company. 
4.1 Problem Description 
The air cargo company is one providing continuous service with three main 
shifts of operation, namely moming, aftemoon and night shifts. There are different 
jobs in the company, each requiring a specific skill. We will describe the problem in 
terms of input data, scheduling constraints and output data. 
4.1.1 Input Data 
The input data are the hourly demand for staff for all types of jobs for a period 
of seven days, and the information on the staffs skill and assignment of the previous 
week's shifts andjobs . The first is given by a workload table specifying the number of 
staff required for each job at different hour. For example, in Table 4.1, three workers 
are required for job 2 between 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. on the third day of the week. 
Two workers are needed forjob 3 between 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. on the fourth day 
of the week. 
Job Type Day Time Number 
_2 3 9:00 - 10:00 3 
_3 4 10:00- 11:00 2 
Table 4.1: Hourly workload requirement 
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The operation of the company consists of a number of jobs. Each staff is 
normally assigned to one job during a week. More experienced staff have skills to 
work in different types of jobs. Information of staff skills and previous week's 
assignment are shown in the table like the following: 
Staff ID Skills Last Pattern Last Job 
0 1 2 3 4 1^ ( A , A , A , A , 0 , A , A ) 1 
0123 5 2 ( p , p , p , o , p , p , p ) 2 
Table 4.2: Mormation on the staffs skill and previous week's assignment 
4.1.2 Scheduling Constraints 
(1) It is a policy of the company that the starting time of a shift can be "flexible" to 
the extent of hours. Specifically, a moming shift can start at any hour between 
0700 and 1200 , and an afternoon shift can start at any hour between 1300 and 
1500, and the night shift can only start at 2300. The duration of a shift is 8 
hours. Each shift is specified with the starting time and is grouped under one of 
the main shifts (A, P, N). 
(2) Each worker is only assigned to one job during a week, and one shift on each 
working day. The worker should have the skill required for thejob assigned. 
(3) Change of shift type is restricted within a week and is allowed only when 
necessary, such as changing from day shift to night shift. 
(4) The number of consecutive night shifts should be 4. A compensation day-off 
must be given after a period of consecutive night shifts. The compensation day-
off should be followed by an ordinary day-off. Each worker can be assigned to a 
period of consecutive night shifts in every two weeks. 
(5) One ordinary day-off should be scheduled for each worker in every week. 
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(6) The number of workers taking any night shift schedule should be made, if 
possible, less than that taking any day shift schedule. 
(7) The schedules generated must be cyclic. 
4.1.3 Output Data 
The output is the Master Schedule of Workers which specifies, for each 
worker, the assigned job, the days off, and the starting time of shift on each working 
day. For example, the following table shows a portion of the Master Schedule. 
S t a f fm D ^ Shift Type Starting Time Job 
01234 1 A 0700 1 
01234 2 A 0 ^ ! 
01234 [ j |_0 
Table 4.3. Master Schedule 
4.2 Description of Solution Method 
The method consists of three stages: 
1. Calculate shift requirement 
2. Generate schedules with minimum workforce 
3. Assignjobs and working patterns to workers. 
The first stage is to convert the hourly requirement to the number of workers 
required per shift per day so that there are sufficient workers at all times. This part is 
quite specific and it has not been discussed in previous chapters. The second stage is 
the application of the method described in Sections 3.3 to 3.5, and the third stage is the 
application of Section 3.6. 
4.3 Calculation of shift requirement 
The objective of this step is to calculate the minimum number of workers on 
each flexible shift based on the hourly workload requirement. We will then use the 
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result obtained in this step to determine the demands for each AM, PM and night 
shifts. Before describing the mathematical formulation, we introduce the following 
terminology: 
Flexible shift requirement is the number of workers required to start work at a 
certain hour on each day. 
Main shift demand is the number of workers required for each shift (A，P or N) on 
each day. 
Define: 
f— workload for job s at hour h on day d， 
where he {l,2,...,24),^e S,de D. 
q— number of workers to start to work at hour h on day d for job s， 
where he {l,2,...,24),5G S, de D . 
Since workers can only start to work at any hour between 0700 to 1500 
or at 2300, we have q^dh = 0 fovhe {l,2,...,6,16,...,22,24}, ^ G S, 
dG D . 
For simplicity, for a given s G S and d e D, we define: 
f^ workload at hour h, h e {l,2,...,24}. 
q^ number of workers to start work at hour h, h e {1,2”..，24}. 
This is also known as the flexible shift requirement defined above. 
Similarly, for a given s e S, we define: 
fh^ workload on day d, d e D , at hour h, h G {l,2,...,24}. 
qhd number of workers to start work on day d, d e D, at hour h, 
he {l,2,...,24} 
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4.3.1 Mathematical Formulation 
The problem to determine the minimum number of workers at each flexible shift 
for the period from 0700 to 1500 for each job and day can be formulated as: 
(P7) 
15 
min Z ^ 
h=l 
subject to 
"1 0 0 … 0 0 0]卜]「/厂 
1 1 0 … 0 0 0 q. / s 
1 1 1 … 0 0 0 q9 /9 
••• ••• ： > ； (24) 
0 0 0 … 1 1 1 qn /20 
0 0 0 … 0 1 1 qu /21 
0 0 0 … 0 0 ljL^isJ [/22_ 
qh are integers and qh > 0, qh= 7,. •.，15, 
where each column vector of the 0-1 matrix contains eight consecutive ones (because a 
worker has to work for eight hours) with the rest elements being zeros. 
To find a heuristic solution, we assume equality applies if possible. From the 
first row of (24), we have: 
q, = / 7 • (25) 
Consequently, the demand at 0800 must be satisfied by additional workers 
starting to work at 0800 and the minimum number is given by: 
8^ = max {/g- q^, 0}, (26) 
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Similarly, we have: 
h-l 
q, = max {fh - ^qk,0}, V 8 < / i < 1 4 . (27) 
k=max{h-l,l] 
Solution for hour 15 should take into consideration of requirements between 
15:00 and 22:00. This gives us: 
14 
仏5 = max{max { f i - ^qk),f2i,0}. (28) 
15少22 k=i-1 
The number of night shift workers should be the maximum of hourly 
requirements from 2300 to 0600. 
q^. = max f i . (29) 
^ ' /G{23,24,l,2,...,6} 
After the number of workers for each flexible shift is obtained, we can now 
calculate the staff requirements for the main shifts (namely, the AM, PM, and night 
shifts). These are given below: 
r . = J ^ q M， d e D , (30) 
h^l...W 
n, = X ^hd， d& D， (31) 
h=l2..A5 
rm = q:2d ， d G D. (32) 
4.4 Generate Patterns with Minimum Workforce 
The objective of this step is to determine the minimum number of workers for 
each type ofjobs and working patterns. The input is the main shift demands obtained 
from the previous section. 
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Note that each worker has to work 6 days a week and the number of 
consective night shifts is 4. Therefore the problem here is similar to that investigated in 
Chapter 2. Nevertheless, the problem considered here is not exactly same as that in 
Chapter 2, due to some specific features of the operating requirements of the company. 
A major difference is that in the current problem we have to consider the continuity of 
the night shifts among two consecutive weeks. In the following, we will describe our 
approach we propose to solve the problem of the air cargo company. 
Recall that constraint (4) in Section 4.1.2 requires that 4 consecutive night 
shifts should be assigned in a period of two weeks to a night shift worker. Thus, in 
some cases, night shifts in the present week are continuation of the night shifts in the 
previous week. Considering the fact that each night shift pattern contains either an 
AM or PM shift, we can classify patterns in our problem into one of the following: 
• AM-Day-shift pattem : A worker has A shifts throughout the week 
• PM-Day-shift pattern : A worker has P shifts throughout the week 
• AM-Night-shift pattem: A night-shift pattern containing a morning shift. 
• PM-Night-shift pattern: A night-shift pattern containing a aftemoon shift. 
• AM-Extended-Night-shift pattern: A worker has N shifts at the weekend of the 
previous week and the beginning of the current week, and a moming shift (See 
details below). 
• PM-Extended-Night-shift pattern: A worker has N shifts at the weekend of the 
previous week and the beginning of the current week, and a aftemoon shift (See 
details below). 
Specifically, we consider the following patterns: 
AM-Dav-shift Patterns PM-Dav-Shift Patterns 
( 0 , A , A , A , A , A , A ) ( 0 , P , P , P , P , P , P ) 
( A , 0 , A , A , A , A , A ) ( P , 0 , P , P , P , P , P ) 
( A , A , 0 , A , A , A , A ) ( P , P , 0 , P , P ' P ' P ) 
( A , A , A , 0 , A , A , A ) ( P , P , P , 0 , P , P , P ) 
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( A , A , A , A , 0 , A , A ) ( P , P , P , P , 0 , P , P ) 
( A , A , A , A , A , 0 , A ) ( P , P , P , P, P , 0 , P) 
( A , A , A , A , A , A , 0 ) ( P , P , P , P , P , P , 0 ) 
AM-Night-shift patterns AM-Extended-Night-shift patterns 
( N , N , N , N , o c , 0 , A ) ( A , A , A , A , A , A , 0 ) 
( A , N , N , N , N , o c , 0 ) ( 0 , A , A , A , A , A , A ) 
( A , 0 , N , N , N , N , o c ) ( 0 , A , A , A , A , A , A ) 
( A , A , 0 , N , N , N , N ) ( o c , 0 , A , A , A , A , A ) 
(A ,A ,A ,0 ,N ,N ,N) (N,oc ,0 ,A,A,A,A) 
( A , A , A , A , 0 , N , N ) ( N , N , o c , 0 , A , A , A ) 
( A , A , A , A , A , 0 , N ) ( N , N , N , o c , 0 , A , A ) 
PM-Night-shift patterns PM-Extended-Night-shift patterns 
( N , N , N , N , o c , 0 , P ) ( P , P , P , P , P , P , 0 ) 
(P ,N,N,N,N,oc ,0 ) ( 0 , P , P , P , P , P , P ) 
(P ,0 ,N,N,N,N,oc) ( 0 , P , P , P , P , P , P ) 
( P , P , 0 , N , N , N , N ) (oc ,0 ,P ,P , P, P, P) 
( P , P , P , 0 , N , N , N ) ( N , o c , 0 , P , P , P , P ) 
( P , P , P , P , 0 , N , N ) ( N , N , o c , 0 , P , P , P ) 
( P , P , P , P , P , 0 , N ) ( N , N , N , o c , 0 ' P ' P ) . 
The label (OC) represents compensation day-off. Each extended-night-shift pattern 
(on the right) in the current week corresponds to a night-shift pattem (on the left) in 
the previous week. 
Since the schedule is cyclic (Constraint (7)), the number of workers assigned to 
a night-shift pattern and to the corresponding extended-night-shift pattern must be the 
same. For example, the number of workers assigned to the following patterns must be 
the same: 
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PM-Night-Shift Pattern PM-Extended-Night-Shift Pattern 
( P , P , 0 , N , N , N , N ) (oc,0, P ,P , P ,P , P) 
A closer observation of the above two patterns reveals that they are equivalent 
to the following two patterns in terms of the shift on each day: 
( o c , 0 , P , N , N , N , N ) ( P , P , 0 , P , P , P , P ) . 
From Chapter 2, we know that the left pattem above is Q pi and the right pattern 
above is Vp3 . In fact, each pair of the night-shift patterns and the corresponding 
extended-night-shift patterns are equivalent to a pair of night-shift patterns and day-
shift pattems described in Chapter 2. The tuples of these night-shift patterns and day-
shift patterns are: 
( Q p 6 ， V p i ) , ( g p 7 ， V p 2 ) , ( g p i ， V p 3 ) , ( 2 P 2 ， V p 4 ) , ( Q p 3 ， V p 5 ) , ( g p 4 ， V p 6 ) , ( g p 5 ， V p 7 ) , 
( g A 6 ， V A 1 ) , ( g A 7 ， V A 2 ) , ( 2 八 1 ， ^ A s ) , ( 2八 2 , VA4) , ( g A 3 ， V A 5 ) , ( 2八4，乂八6 ) , ( 2八5，乂八7 ) . 
Therefore, one can see that the cyclic scheduling problem described here is in 
fact equivalent to the one described in Chapter 2. Constraint 6 ensures that (8) is 
satisfied. The minimum number of workers for each AM-Night-Shift pattem and PM-
Night-Shift pattern is given by ppmd and ppm>d (d e D) respectively. The number of 
workers for each AM-Extended-Night-Shift pattem and PM-Extended-Night-Shift 
pattern is equal to that of the corresponding night-shift patterns. The minimum 
number of workers for each AM-Day-Shift pattern and PM-Day-Shift pattem is given 
by p\d , and p�d (deD) respectively. Using our proposed Algorithm 3.2 and 3.3, 
we can determine the minimum number of workers for each of the above pattems so 
that the main shift demand is satisfied. 
4.5 Assign jobs and working patterns to workers 
The last step is to assign a worker to a pattem (one week's schedule) under the 
constraints on the skill needed and scheduling requirements. Suppose that there are w 
workers and p patterns and that: 
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xik = 1 if worker i, /=l,...,w, is assigned to pattern k, k = l,...,p, otherwise 0. 
Cik = cost to assign worker i to pattern k, k - l,...,p. 
Pattern Assignment Problem 
(P8) 
min ^ ^ Xik. Cik 
i-l...w k-l...p 
subject to 
^xik = 1, yk G {i...p} 
i=l...w 
^ x i k = 1, V/e{l . . .w} 
k=l".p 
The parameter Cik is given by: 
Cik = Gik + Zik V/ G {l,...,w}, k E {l,...,p}. 
where 
'Ginfeasbie if woikcr i has no skill to do the job of pattern^ 
G.,={ 
[G° otherwise 
Zinfeasbie if it violatcs a constraint to assign 
Z.^  二 < worker i to pattern k 
Z°j^  otherwise 
Ginfeasibie > 0 , Zinfeasibie > 0 arc thc cost for infcasiblc assignment for skill and 
shift respectively, and G° and Z° ’ where i,ke{l,...,w]，are the costs to assign 
worker i to pattern k, due to skill and shift respectively. Z.^  are dependent on the 
previous week's schedule of each worker. 
The above is an assignment problem, which can be solved by the Hungary 
method, see Bunday (1984). 
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4.6 Example 
Let us now give an example to illustrate the models and techniques described 
above. 
4.6.1 Workload Forecast of One Job 
The following table is the workload forecast of ajob. 
Time Sun Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat 
7-00 - R:nO 9. ？- 2 3 3 3 2 
8:00 - 9:00 3 2 4 3 3 3 2 
9:00-10:QQ 6 3 4 6 6 6 3 
innn-ii-no 6 4 4 6 6 6 4 
ii-nn-i9-nn 6 4 4 6 8 8 4 
12:00- 13:00 R 6 6 8 8 L_ 6 
n:00-14:nn 8 ^ 6 R 8 8 6 
izi-nn-is-nn 6 6 6 6 8 8 6 
15:00-16:00 7 6 6 6 8 8 6 
• n - 1 R - m 4 3 3 4 5 5 3 
1R.m-9].m 3 ，‘ 3 3 4 4 2 
23:00-07:00 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 
Table 4.4: Workload forecast for ajob over a week 
Table 4.3 shows hourly demand for the number of workers in a week for ajob. 
Each cell represents the number of workers needed. The number of workers required 
for the flexible shifts starting from each hour can be determined as follows: 
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Time Sun Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat 
7:00 - 8:00 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 
8:00 - 9:00 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 
9:00 - 10:00 3 1 0 3 3 3 1 
10:00- 11:00 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
11:00- 12:00 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 
12:00 - 13:00 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 
n : 0 0 - 1 4 : Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
u : n n - i 5 : o o 0 o o o o o Q 
15:00- 16:00 3 2 3 4 5 5 3 
16:00-1R:n0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18:00-23:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23:00-07:00 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 
Table 4.5: Demand for staff of flexible shifts 
The following table shows the corresponding demand of the main shifts (each 
cell represents the number of workers needed): 
Shift Sun Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat 
(A) 7 am - 12 noon 8 6 6 8 8 8 6 
(P) 1 pm - 3 pm 3 2 3 4 5 5 3 
(N) 11 pm 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 
Table 4.6: The demands for staff of main shifts 
The number of workers required for each night-shift pattem can be determined 









Thus from (3) we have w*N = 5. 
Next apply Algorithm 3.2, we have: 
Iteration WNA WNP w*N w*A w*p w*A + w% + w% 
1 0 5 5 9 5 l_9 
2 1 4 5 9 5 1^ 
3 2 3 5 8 5 ^ 
4 3 2 5 8 5 l_S 
5 4 1 5 8 5 18 
6 5 0 5 8 5 l_S 
Table 4.7: Results of Algorithm 3.2 
Hence, the minimum number of workers required is 18. Choosing the result of 
WNA = 5, apply Algorithm 3.1 and then Algorithm 3.3, we have: 
_ _| � ~i � ~l rrv"l r I ~| r"rv"l r I ~| p"i 一 PPNAl 0 PPNP1 0 P A1 0 P P1 1 
PPNA2 2 PPNP2 0 p' A2 1 ^ P2 1 
P^NA3 1 PP^ 0 P' A3 1 P' P3 1 
PfNA4 = 0 PPNP4 = 0 P' A4 = 0 f' P4 = 1 
PfNA5 1 PPNP5 0 P' A5 0 p' P5 0 
PPNA6 1 PP^P6 0 p' A6 0 P' P6 0 
ppNAi] [ 0 � [卯贈」L o � U ^ , A 7 � L i � L f p ? � L i _ 
, ‘ ‘ • 
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4.7 Summary 
There are three steps in the method we developed to solve the staff scheduling 
problem of the air cargo company. First, we determine the workers required for each 
shift and each type of jobs. Next we determine the number of workers to be assigned 
to each pattern to meet the requirement of shifts calculated in the first step. Third, we 
assign workers to the patterns of each job, based on the skills of workers, and other 
scheduling constraints. 
Computation to find the solution is also simple. The simpUcity of our method 




In this chapter, we will briefly describe the implementation of the method 
described in Chapter 4 and present the results in some test cases. 
5.1 Implementation 
We have designed and developed a system to implement the method (the 
detailed program is enclosed in Appendix B). The system is developed with a 
workstation running UNDC and NCSA web server, which is a low-cost solution to 
support multiple users and can be ported to different computer platforms. All the 
programs are written in C and with a CGI application programming interface. The 
interface written consists of a number of World Wide Web (WEB) Home pages, 
including a menu page, a number of input forms and execution forms. With these 
forms, data can be inputted to the parameter files and the schedules can be generated 
to files and displayed all from a single web browser. A browser is a software that can 
communicate with the WEB server machine and is executed on the client machine. 
The following diagram depicts the relationship of a web browser and the web server. 
Client Computer Server Computer 
Browser Server 
Fig 5.1 System Diagram 
5.2 Input Forms 
The following are the input parameter forms: 
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• Input Hourly Requirement form 
• Input Worker Skill form 
The following screens are for display or update only: 
• View/Update Flexible Shift Requirement 
• View Demand of Main Shifts 
The following screens are for execution: 
• Calculate Flexible Shift Requirement 
• Generate Patterns and/or Assign Patterns 
5.3 Data storage and flow 
The following are stored as input data: 
• Hourly demand of workers for each job 
• Worker skill repository 
When "Generate Calculate Flexible Shift Requirement" is being executed, the 
number of workers starting to work at each hour (for each job) will be calculated. In 
addition, the main shift requirement (for eachjob) will be calculated. 
When "Generate Patterns and/or Assign Patterns" is being executed, one of the 
following thing will be done: 
• Number of workers required for each patterns will be calculated 
• Workers will be assigned to a pattem. 
Some examples are given in Appendix A. 
5.4 Evaluation 
We evaluate the proposed method in the following situation: 
• Daily demand is a sine function; 
• Weekly demand follows one of the six patterns described below, and in each case 
the peak variation of 25% and 12.5% are studied; 
• Mean hourly requirement ranges from 5 to 20; 
• Number of job types ranges from 4 to 12. 
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Test Cases 
In Bechtold and Showalter (1987)，the following six types of demand patterns 
are proposed, as benchmark for comparison: 
Pattern Level (L) Trend (T) Convex(V) Concave(C) Sine (S) Bimodal(B) 
Shape 
• • • • 0 0 
Table 5.1 Shape of various demand patterns. 
In each diagram above the x-axis is day (of a week) and y-axis is the demand. 
The characters (L, T，V, C, S, B) are the labels of the corresponding patterns. We have 
investigated all of the patterns as weekly demands. The pattem of daily demand is a 
sine function with respect to time. Peak demand is at day time and minimum is at mid-
night after which the demand is fixed until the next moming. 
The peak deviation from the mean of the daily demand is set at 25%. The peak 
deviation from the mean of weekly demand is at either 12.5% and 25%. This 
constructs twelve cases. The labels (L1, T1, VI，C1, S1, B1) corresponds to the cases 
for weekly peak deviation at 12.5% while (L2, T2, V2, C2, S2, B2) corresponds to the 
cases for weekly peak deviation at 25%. 
The mean demand (label M) is the hourly requirement when both daily 
deviation and weekly deviation are 0%. The number of job types (label S) is the 
number of jobs. To investigate the effect of number of job types in each demand 
pattern, we choose the same demand pattern for each job in our tests. Therefore, if 
each job at 7:00am requires 10 workers and there are 4 types of jobs, the total 
requirement will be 40. 
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Execution Time 
In each test, we calculate the shift requirement from hourly requirement, then 
determine the minimum number of workers for each type of job and then, construct the 
schedule patterns and assign each worker to one pattem based on their skills and other 
scheduling constraints. Numerous cases, each with different S and M, have been 
examined. The solution for the case with demand pattem D1 is given in Appendix C 
as an example. The results of total execution times for all cases are tabulated below: 
— L1 T1 C1 V1 S1 D1 L2 T2 ~C2 V2 S2 D2 Average 
"^ ,M=5 ~22?" 2.21 “ 2.20 1.82" 2.18 ~{^ 2.11 220 2.00 “ 1.88 1.90 2.02 2.06 
4^,M=10 “ 3.88 3.57 3.59 ~ ^ 3.78 “ 2.96 3.99 3.80 3.93 3.30 3.43 3.25 3.60 
S^ 4,M=15 ~^82 4.76 4.78 4.7l" 5.01 ~^47 5.26 ~ 4 ^ 5.01 4.61 4.70 4.33 4.77 
4^,M=20 ~~5^ 5.64 “ 5.58 5.59 6.17 5.6T" 6.16 5.63 6.01 5.40 5.65 5.21 5.65 
sj8JV|=5^I]i^^^9 2.75 2.61 “ 2.71 2.35 2.61 2.70 2.48 2.35 2.36 2.43 2.57 
S=8,M=10 _4.71 4.39 4.32 4.4S" 4.58 3.62 4.79 4.58 4.94 4.05 4.33 3.96 4.39 
S=8,M=15 " 5.97 5.86 5.88 ~ ^ 6.20 “ 5.43 6.38 5.87 6.15 5.61 5.77 4.30 5.77 
"^8,M=20 ^ ^ _ 2 : g j _ _ 2 : g i _ _ g : g ^ _ Z : g g _ Z i ^ _ Z Z i Z Z ^ 7.48 6.78 7.02 6.54 7.07 
'^ ^ J^^ a^ — l^M -^^ ^Z^ -^ 2.72 3.18 2.82 3.07 3.14 2.92 2.78 2.82 2.88 2.98 
"^12,M=10 _5.55 5.18 “ 5.13 5.28 5.41 4.30 5.69 5.40 5.53 4.89 5.09 4.74 5.18 
S^12,M=15 ~7.12 7.10 6.99 6.88 7.34 6.42 7.55 6.96 7.33 6.73 6.94 6.31 6.97 
^12 ,M=20 8.71 8.5s| 8.46! 8.42丨 9.2o| 7.44! 9.4s| 8.52| 9.04| 8.1s| 8.45丨 7.87丨 8.53 
Table 5.2 Execution time of test cases (in seconds) 
Average Execution Time 
-^" •^^ 7~~~~T~~~~^>~> ^^^' '- ‘ . '•:,,/,'“, 
lo-oor-"^ � ^ a j ^ 
I : 、 . ^ ^ ^ ^ J | J 
: i ^ 8 H | _ j ^ ^ 8 NumberofJobs 
10 15 20 
Mean Req. 
Figure 5.2 Average execution time with various mean demands and various number of 
jobs 
The execution time to solve a problem with a given mean demand pattem and 
number of jobs is fairly constant for different patterns. This indicates that these 
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patterns have relatively small impact on the computation time. Besides, the weekly 
peak deviation also has small impact on the computation time. On the other hand, the 
computation time grows fairly linearly with either the mean demand or the number of 
job. This is mainly due to the fact that the total number of workers grows linearly with 
either the mean demand or the number of jobs. The input/output time and assignment 
of workers to roster patterns, therefore, increases as well. 
Demand and Allocation 
The following diagram shows the result of demand and allocation for one type 
ofjobs when demand pattern is S2. 
Hourly Demand and Allocation 
30"| : 
, - , , N q , ' ' 、 义 / 、 乂 > , 為 、 
1 ; � � Z \ % _ — � / ^ ^ " ^ ^ X ^ | I Demand 
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Figure 5.3 Hourly Demand and Allocation with S2 
The two curves in Figure 5.4 do not match perfectly. In fact, the allocation is 
always larger than or equal to the demand, indicating that the demands at all hours are 
met. When the allocation is greater than the demand there is surplus of workers. 
Below are the results of some other test cases, which indicate that our system can 
always find feasible solutions. 
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Hourly Demand and Allocation 
25i "•"• 
20 f^ -�"^ *"^ ^^ ^^ ,��\\^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ,A��<-�^ ^^ ^^ �,#�M^ "**^ ^^ ^^ 5^^ ^^ ,^，Z�4i^ ^^ s^/^ *^ "^""*^ ®^ ^^ ^^ ,?»^ ¾^^  
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a 1 “ Demand 
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Figure 5.4 Hourly Demand and Allocation with L2 
Hourly Demand and Allocation 
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Figure 5.5 Hourly Demand and Allocation with T2 
Hourly Demand and Allocation 
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Figure 5.6 Hourly Demand and Allocation with V2 
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Hourly Demand and Allocation 
30"j — ~~| 
i = f X ^ ^ x ^ ^ � ' � ^ v ^ ^ * y ^ ^ 
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Figure 5.7 Hourly Demand and Allocation with D2 
StaffSurplus 
The following table shows the performance of the proposed method measured 
by comparing the total number of workers for all the shifts in a week assigned by the 
method to that according to the main shift demand calculated in Section 4.3. 
Case Requirement Actual Surplus (%) 
Assignment 
L1 427 ^ 4% 
T1 — 434~ 4 ^ 3% 
C1 — 395 403 Wo 
VI — 459 — 4M 1% 
51 427 463 8% 
D1 — 429 — 4 ^ 6% 
L2 — 427 — 4 ^ 4% 
T2 422 504 19% 
C2 — 357 388 ^ 
V2 — 491 4 ^ 1% 
52 — 424 一 4 ^ 12% 
D2 — 432 — 503— ^ 
Average: 7% 
Table 5.3 Staff Surplus in different test cases 
In the above table, "Requirement" is the total number of workers needed to 
satisfy the main shift demand throughout a week. "Actual Assignment" is the number 
of workers needed to satisfy the demand obtained by the proposed method. 
"Surplus(%)" is calculated as follows: 
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Surplus(%) = (Actual - Requirement) / Requirement x 100. 
The surplus represents the percentage exceeding the requirement. The above results 
show that the surplus percentage depends on the pattem of the demands. 
In general, the system can fmd solution quickly. The solution satisfies aU 
constraints and possesses the desirable properties (such as the change of shifts during a 
week is kept to be the minimum), and is thus usable. The performance of the system 
shows that our proposed models, solution techniques, and the corresponding software 
can satisfy the requirements of actual operations. The system can be easily modified to 
solve the staff scheduling problems in other organizations with similar features to those 




In this thesis, we address a type of cyclic staff scheduling problems where shift 
changes during each week are undesirable and should be kept to the minimum and the 
weekly pattem of demand for staff is assumed to be the same over all weeks. Staff are 
assigned into moming, afternoon, and night shifts in each week, and night shifts are 
scheduled in a consecutive manner with the maximum number of night shifts being a 
prespecified number. This model reflects the real scheduling environments in many 
local organizations, and we have found that a solution for this problem can be found 
efficiently. 
We have proposed efficient methods to determine the minimum number of staff 
needed to satisfy the demand, and then construct working schedules for individual 
workers. We have successfully decomposed the problem into sub-problems, each of 
which can be solved as a standard cyclic day-off scheduling with consecutive day-offs. 
Solution to a cyclic day-off scheduling with consecutive day-offs is well known. An 
extension to the problems with staff of multiple skills has also been examined. 
The techniques proposed have been used to develop a software system to solve 
the staff scheduling problem in a local air cargo company, developed with a World 
Wide Web interface. A World Wide Web system is a low-cost solution to support 
multiple users and can be ported to different computer platforms. Empirical tests 
demonstrate that the system developed is very efficient and is capable of handling large 
number of workers. 
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For further investigation, we may study the cases where the number of working 
days is not an integer. While many companies in Hong Kong operate for 5 or 6 days 
per week, others have 5.5 or 5.25 working days. For example, all banks in Hong Kong 
have five and a half working days in a week. Government departments, on the other 
hand, maintain the practice of having moming shift on alternate Saturday. This 
corresponds to 5.25 working days a week. For such organizations, many new 
problems may arise. For example, we do not know whether techniques of cyclic 
scheduling are still applicable or not. Also, for the case of 5.25 working days, the 
rotation of workers is also a difficult issue. 
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Sx)wer Scheduling System Appendix A - Screen Samples 
Manpower Scheduling System 
y^ ^^ i^^ iiii6^ ife^ iwB»s^ smwgsii8g—BaKM—«iiaMaaaaBaMawMasasaaa»»^ w!Wifw<MMM»»**w”!Tm—"*»*«*^ y~^ ^^ ^^ i*^ "Wi»^ �ffl^ j^ y^yi^ y^^ ^^ ji^ i^  
I Input Hourly Requirement 
I Input Worker Size 
I View/Update Flexible Shift Requirement 
i View Demand of Main Shift 
I Calculate Flexible Shift Requiremem 
I Generate Patterns andA)r Assign Patterns 
i 
1 
StaffHourly Requirement Input Form Appendix A - Screen SampleS 
Staff Hourly Requirement Input Form 
C"" ……" -
This form is for input, update and display. To input requirement for one location and one day, you must 
enter all hourly requirement. For a new location, the daily requirement will be copied to day 1 to 7. 
‘^ »^ «^ ^^ "^''^ ™«8™ «^»«g'g^ g> «-a»s«TO?si ^ ' r^-"^"sxmi^mxsT-. •^-^y*aCT5Mmi^saeas8ST^ :^maMammgSig7y^^^ s^ai^»«".<«_"««>T. mM—u 
]IMPORTANT: Please enter the full path of requirement file name. ‘ 一 
I 
j File name 
-
% /home/atcchan/th/hour.txt | 
i Job ID “ j Day ID f ] 
缀 l^1WW*Wnal>A *^  iMMM«l 
I Am 07:00 I Z J 08:00 \ Z 3 09:00 \ Z j 10:00 [ ^ 11:00 [ ^ 3 
1 Pm 12:00 [ ^ 01:00 l Z 3 0 2 : 0 0 1 ^ 0 3 : 0 0 1 ^ 04:00 [ ^ 05:00 j ^ Z l 
I EV 06:00 ^ Z j 07:00 • 08:00 • 09:00 • 10:00 • 
1 N G 1 1 : 0 0 | i l 2 : 0 0 | I 
Continue 
To update an hourly requirement, enter value for location, day and that hour. 
To display, enter location and day if you wish to display only a portion, or else all requirement will be 
display. If you enter 0 at one or more hours but leave blank at location and day, only those hourly 
requirement will be displayed 
/ 
2 
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Input Worker Skill Form 
c— •• •  
This form is for input, update and display. 
|p^ero? ^<^^^w-wr - » .^^ -.^ ^^ ^M«gr^ -^•^ ^^ ^^ !^^ !^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ •^ -^ •^«^»- ^,,^^.^^^ ..... , ^ 
I I M P O R T A N T : Please enter the full path of requirement file name. — ~| 
1 File name , 
1 I /home/atcchan/th/w_grp.txt 
i Worker ID | 
丨 
I Name | _ _ _ _ _ | 
I Group ID I [ 
I Last Week Group ED | | Last Week Roster JD | j 
j^^iM^ —^i^li^ i^^»^ i^^i^mi^il!i^iZiZilZIZ!i-L-_LZZ!Zl^!rr.*!~.-r.�•*•*•• I 
I Continue 
To update a worker detail, enter value for worker ID and the value to change. 
To display, enter worker ID if you wish to display only that worker, or else all shifts will be displayed. 
i 
3 
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View/Update Flexible Shift Requirement 
This form is for input, update and display. 
g^ w^^ ^^ T'^ M^ 'i^ w^^ CTTOn" ^w;sng^MTOr ‘ 、^、，"TO35SjSTOTO^~^^ r^*ws«^5aTO«afca»ifciBBro^3s^:^mTOaiKies^sgs^s:;;5;sg5M™^w^sM*^^w^*«yyw«^;^;i^T，|,j 
I I M P O R T A N T : Please enter the full path ofrequirement file name. 
I File name 
I / h o m e / a t c c h a n / t h / s f t i d . t x t | 
I Job ED • Day ID 口 Shift ID | | 
I Start time • End time • Shift type 口 .一 
I Worker ID | j Roster ID [ _ j 
Continue 
To update a shift detail, enter value for location, day shift JD and the value to change. 




WewDemandofMainShifts . ,. . „ „ , 
Appendix A - Screen Samples 
View Demand of Main Shifts 
This form is for display only. 
»CTj«^w;.'«ama»s^ s»srraj.-' tc？^  ytrsroy 识、"•^:•(^"^^^^^^•>T^TOg;raCTBtMaaaii«rs«»aMBTOaBg8«^%gCTsmg_w»»«wt"»w»™.«"">"""*«—TT^ 
I I M P O R T A N T : Please enter the full path of requirement file name. 
I File name 
^ 
I /home/atcchan/th/req•txt | 
I Job ED • Day ID 口 
1"***"***"*"** Continue 
To display, enter location, day if you wish to display only that shift, or else all shifts will be displayed. 
i 
5 
Muiate Hexibie Shift Requirement Appendix A - Scrcen Samples 
Calculate Flexible Shift Requirement 
This form is for execution only. 
—^»«^»»gM«MmgHt�^”g^ms;^!g^jMg^TO^ V^""^�‘TyT?;TOaMMMg^<:sra^g3g^;gs^aKjamMmaMu»a^e^i^i^e^gaijggatawatf8Bgs;?,>Tgrj^s;gg55gBw«mmfli_____iMi! m  ii_i_i __�•� 
I I M P O R T A N T : Please enter the full path of requirement file names. 
I Input File names 
I Hourly requirement 
I I /home/atcchan/th/hour.txt 
I Output File names 
I Shift details -
I I /home/atcchan/th/sftid.txt [ 
I Shift requirement . 
L ^ : g ; ! g = " " ^ T : = : : : : " L , 
r*~~ """""^ Ex^ uT"e"^  糖 
i 
6 
Generate Pattems and/or Assign Pattems . ,. • ^ „ , 
Appendix A - Screen Samples 
Generate Patterns and/or Assign Patterns 
This form is for execution only. 
*^M8-ii^ ^^ ^^ -aMggaigsmgMggTc:& - >^. ;K8SMiSjOTMCTm^g»gMsMsa«ma»8iaai8j^«aMamaMsm;gm^g;gs^CT»i.>"~«».™*"TMawaw«iatf*»™™««y^  
1 I M P O R T A N T : Please enter the full path of requirement file names. 
I Input File names 
1 Hourly requirement . 
I /home/atcchan/th/hour.txt 
L _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ 
I Group structure 
I /home/atcchan/th/grp . txt I 
I Output File names 
I Shift details 
I /home/atcchan/th/sftid.txt j 
" ^ ^ " ^ " ^ ^ " " " " ^ " ^ " " " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " " ^ ^ ^ " ^ " " " " _ ‘ ™ — ^ ™ — 
I Roster Patterns 
1 /home/atcchan/th/rost.txt 
L _ _ _ _ _ _ 
I Shift requirement . 
" " " ^ " " ^ " ^ : ! g ； " " ^ ^ 丨 
I Threshold shift no. 8 | 
1 ^ 




Appendix B - Program Listing 
/* mksftid.c if(strcmp(getenv("CONTENT_TYPE"),"application/x-www-
/* called by mkrost.html by POST method form-urlencoded")) { 
/* ftmction: to generate sftid.txt’ req.txt, rost.txt from hour.txt printf("This script can only be used to decode form results, 
and grp.txt W); 
caUing: mkrost.c, sftsch.c,util.c exit(l); 
*/ } 
cl = atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH")); 
#include <stdio.h> for(x=0;cl && (!feof(stdin));x++) { 
#ifhdefNO_STDLIB_H m=x; 
#include <stdlib.h> entries[x] .val = fmakeword(stdin/&',&cl); 
#else plustospace(entries[x].val); 
char *getenv(); unescape_url(entries[x] .val); 
#endif entries[x] .name = makeword(entries [x] .val,'='); 
#include <string.h> } 
#include "sftsch.h" 
for(x=0; X <= m; x++) { 
#define MAX_ENTRffiS 10000 assign_value(x,m); 
} 
typedef struct { 
char *name; printf("<Hl>Roster pattem and shift requirement 
char *val; generation</Hl>"); 
} entry; printf("The following file contains the roster pattem of the 
location as such:<p>%c",10); 
char *makeword(char *line，char stop); printf("<ul>%c",10); 
char *ftnakeword(Fn^E *f, char stop, int *len); if (action[0]='C') 
char x2c(char *what); mkreq(); 
void unescape_url(char *url); else if (action[0]=='R') 
void plustospace(char *str); rotatel(); 
elseif(action[0]=='B') { 
int location; mkreq(); 
int day; rotatel(); 
int shift_id, start_time, end_time, sfttype, worker_id, rost—id; } 
/* rotate(); */ 
entry entries[MAX_ENTRIES]； 
char *hour—filename; printf("</ul>%c",10); 
char *sftid_filename; } 
char *grp_filename; 
char *w_grp_filename; assign_value(x,m) 
char *req_filename; int x,m; /* x- index to entries m - max of indices */ 
char *rost_filename; { 
char *action. if (strcmp(entries [x] .name, "hour_filename")==0) { 
’ if(entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
main(int argc, char *argv[]) { printf("File name not defined, please re-enter\n")； 
register int x,m=0; ejdt(l); 
int cl; } 
strcpy(hour_filename, entries [x].val)； 
hour—filename = (char *) maIloc(sizeof(char)* 100); } else 
strcpy(hour_filename, ',/home/atcchanAMwur.txt"); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "grp_filename")==0) { 
sftid_filename = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)*100); if (entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
strcpy(sftid_filename, 7home/atcchan/th/sftid.txt"); printf("File name not defined, please re-enterW); 
grp_filename = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * 100) ； exit( 1)； 
strcpy(grp_fUename, 7home/atcchan/th/grp.txt"); } 
w_grp_filename = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)* 100); strcpy(grp_filename, entries[x].val); 
strcpy(w_grp_filename, "/home/atcchanAhAv_grp.txt"); } else 
req_filename = (char *) maUoc(sizeof(char)* 100); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "w_grp_filename")==0) { 
strcpy(req_filename, 7home/atcchan/thy'req.txt"); if (entries[x].val[0]=='X0') { , 
rost_filename = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)*100); printf("FUe name not defined, please re-enter\n ); 
strcpy(rost_filename, "/home/atcchan/th/rost.txt"); exit(l); 
action = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)*100); } 
strcpy(action, "B"); /* R for rotate; C for construct; B for strcpy(w_grp_filename, entries[x].vaI); 
both */ } else 
threshold=8; if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "sftid_filename")==0) { 
printf("Content-type: text/html%c%c",10,10); if(entries[x].val[0]=='\0'){ 
printf("File name not defined, please re-enterVi ); 
exit(l); 
if(strcmp(getenv("REQUEST_METHOD"),"POST")) { 1 , � 
printf("This script should be referenced with a METHOD strcpy(sftid_filename, entnes[x].val); 
ofPOSTAn"); }else 
printf("If you don't understand this, see this "); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, req_filename )==0) { 
printf("<A if(entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
HREF=N"http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/SoftwareMosaic/Doc printf("File name not defined, please re-enter\n")； 
s/fill-out-fonns/overview.html\">forms overview</A>.%c", 10) ； exit( 1); 
exit(l); } 
j ‘ strcpy(req_filename, entries[x].val); 
} else 
1 
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if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "rost_filename")==0) { int Debug; 
if (entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { int best_loop=l,best_temp=MAXLOOP; 
printf("File name not defined, please re-enterW'); 
exit(l); mkrost(threshold) 
} int threshold; 
strcpy(rost_filename, entries[x].val); { 
} else int i, j, k,temp,headcount,gp; 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "threshold")==0) { int loop=l; 
threshold = atoi(entries[x].val); int noise_no, t, m, use—tabu; 
} else threshold=0; 
if (strcmp(entries[x] .name, "action")==0) { 
strcpy(action, entries [x] .val) ； Debug = FALSE; 
} 
} temp = MAXLOOP; 
if(threshold<0) { 




{ printf("start traverse test <p><p>\n"); 
init_var(); /* while ((temp> threshold 
defZtuple(); )&&(loop<MAXLOOP)) { */ 
read_grp(grp_filename) ； while ((temp> threshold )&&(loop<Q) { 
read_sftid(sftid_filename); traverse_test(l); 
read_req(req_filename) ； temp = show_def(l); 
printf("<p> threshold is %dVi", threshold); if (temp < best_temp) { 
clear_sftid(); best_temp = temp; 
mkrost(threshold); best_loop = loop; 
write_sftid(sftid_filename); for (gp = 1 ； gp <= groups ； gp++) 
write_rost(rost_filename) ； copy_best(gp); 
/* — } 
read_req(req_fflename); if (temp <= threshold) { 
read_rost(rost_filename)； printf("<p>\nSolution found at loop %d\n", loop); 
cleaTsftid(); “ break; 
calc_def(i;C'); } 
*/ loop ++; 
} 
} printf("\nbest at %d is %d\n",best_loop, best—temp); 
rotate() 




read_sftid(sftid_filename); Debug = TRUE; 




write_rost(rost_filename) ； */ 
write_sftid(sftid_filename)； 
printf("<p> result written in rost_filename, sftid_filename\n"); } 
} init_var() 
rotatel() { 
{ int i,j,k,g; 
init_var(); 
read_grp(grp_filename); for (i=0;i<DAYS;i++) 
read_rost(rost_filename); for (k=l;k<SKILL;k++) { 
/* write_w_grp_from_rost(w_grp_filename); */ for (j=0;j<SfflF^;j++) { 




write_w_grp(w_grp_filename); for (k=0;k<SKILL;k++) 
j weekreq[k]=0; 
def_tuple() for (g=0;g<GROUP;g++) { 
{ grp_parent[g]=0; 
tuplel[0]=5; tuplel[l]=3; tuplel[2]=5; tuplel[3]=6; grp_skill[g]=0; 
tuplel[4]=l; tuplel[5]=2; grp_size[g]=0; 
tuple2[0]=2; tuple2[l]=4; tuple2[2]=3; tuple2[3]=3; grp_mark[g]=0; 
tuple2[4]=4; tuple2[5]=4; for (k=0;k<GROUP;k++) 
I grp_child[g]M=0; 
for G=0;j<DAYS;j++) { 
zaU][g] = 0; 
2 
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zpU][g] = 0; 
PPU][g] = 0; init_aa_pp_zz(onegrp) 
aaU][g] = 0; int onegrp; 
} { 
} intj; 
for 0=O;j<DAYS;j++) { 
for (k=0;k<SKJLL;k++) aaU] [onegrp] = 0; 
min_workerDk:]=0; pp^][onegrp] = 0; 
skills=0; zpy][onegrp] = 0; 




int onegrp,headcount,za,zp; copy_best(^p) 
{ int gp; /* grp id */ 
int i,j,ua,up,max_a=0,max_p=0, temp_a=0, temp_p=0; { 
intj; 
for (i=0;i<DAYS;i++) { for (j=0;j<DAYS;j++) { 
if (grpreq[i] [0] [onegrp] - za > max_a) best—aaU] [gp] = a a ^ [gp]； 
max_a = grpreq[i][0][onegrp] - za; best_ppfj][gp] = ppU][gp]； 
if (grpreq[i][l][onegrp] - zp > max_p ) best_zp[j][gp] = zp|j][gp]； 
max_p = grpreq[i] [ 1 ][onegrp] - zp; best_za[j] [gp] = za^] [gp]； 
if (grpreq[i] [0][onegrp] > za) } 
temp_a += grpreq[i][0][onegrp] - za; } 
if (grpreq[i][l][onegrp] > zp) 
temp_p += req[i][l][onegrp] - zp; copy_t_best(^p) 
} int gp; /* grp id */ 
if(temp_a%6>0) { 
temp_a = temp_a/6 + 1 ； int j ； 
else forG=0;j<DAYS;j++){ 
temp_a = temp_a/6 ； best_t_aa^ = aa^] [gp]； 
if (max_a > temp_a) best_t_ppU] = ppUl[gp]； 
temp_a = max_a; best_t_zpO] = zpU][gp]； 
if (temp_p%6 > 0) best_t_zam = za^] [gp]； 
temp_p = temp_p/6 + 1; } 
else } 
temp_p = temp_p/6 ； 
if (max_p > temp_p) retrieve_best(gp) 
temp_p = max_p; int gp; /* grp id */ 
/* check if headcount is sufficient */ { 
if (temp_a + temp_p > headcount) int j ； 
retum(-l); for 0=O;j<DAYS;j++) { 
/* check if zp <= up */ aaU] [gp] = best_aaU] [gp]； 
if (temp_p < zp) PPD][gp] = best_ppU][gp]； 
retum(-l); zpU][gp] = best_zpD][gp]； 
/* check if up <= ua + za */ zaO] [gp] = best_zaD] [gp]； 
if (temp_p > temp_a + za) } 
retum(-l); } 
/* else aU tests passed */ 
return(l); retrieve_t_best(gp) 
} int gp; /* grp id */ 
{ 
intj; 
find_za_zp(night_count, onegrp, zp_count) for (j=0;j<DAYS;j++) { 
int night_count, onegrp, zp_count; a a ^ [gp] = best_t_aa^ ； 
{ PPD][gp] = best_t_ppU]； 
int zzp,idx, i j ; zpU][gp] = best_t_zpU]； 
if (night_count<=l) zaU][gp] = best_t_zaU]； 
retum(0); } 
/ * } 
zzp = night_county'2+l; 
*/ fmd_count_onegrp(onegrp) 
zzp = zp counf /* fmd minimum headcount so that feasible solution exists for */ 
for (idx=b;idx<izp;idx++) { /* aU the bipartite graphs in oneskill */ 
i = rand()%DAYS; intonegrp; 
for 0=O;j<DAYS;j++) { 
if (za[(i+j)%DAYS] [onegrp] > 0) int i’k，idx，j’ total_shift, max_count,temp; 
break. int night_count,done,zzp, sft, am—count，pm_count, test—count; 
if (i==DAYS) int no_days_suff, best_days_suff, best_idx, best—sft，offset, ii; 
break. int tmp_am, tmp_total, best—am，tot—am, tot_pm; 
za[(i+j)%DAYS][onegrp] --; , ^ , � , . ^ 
zp[(i+j)%DAYS][onegrp] ++; /* find the minimum number of headcount taken into 
j consideration leave */ 
retum(zzp); total_shift=0; 
/* retum(idx); */ max_count=0; 
} 
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init_aa_pp_zz(onegrp); tot_pm-; 
if (gtp_size[onegrp] ==0) } 
retum(0); } 
/* the night count should not exceed the grp size of onegrp */ /* 
night_count = find_night(onegrp)； while ((am_count>0)ll(pm_count>0)) { 
if (Debug=TRUE) offset = rand()%DAYS ； 
printf("night count for skill %d is %d<p>\n",onegrp sft = rand()%2; 
,night_count); best_days_suff = DAYS-1; 
best_idx = offset; 
am—count = find_am_or_pm(onegrp,AM,night_count/2); for (ii=0; ii<2*DAYS; ii++) { 
pm_count = i = (ii + offset)%DAYS; 
find_am_or_pm(onegrp,PM,night_count/2+night_count%2); sft = (sft + 1) % 2; 
if (am_count==0) sft = 1; 
/* find the true best am and pm count */ if (pm_count==0) sft = 0; 
tmp_total = am_count+pm_count; 
best_am = night_count/2; no_days_suff = 0; 
for (tmp_am=0; tmp_am<=night_count; tmp_am++) { for (k=l; k<DAYS; k++) { 
am—count = find_am_or_pm(onegrp,AM,tmp_am); temp = 0; 
pm_count = fmd_am_or_pm(onegrp,PM,night_count- for(j=l;j<DAYS;j++) 
tmp_am); if (sft==0) 
if (am_count + pm_count < tmp_total) { temp += aa[(i+j+k)%DAYS] [onegrp]； 
best_am = tmp_am; else 
tmp_total = am_count + pm_count; temp += pp[(i+j+k)%DAYS] [onegrp]； 
} ^ if (temp >= grpreq[(i+k)%DAYS][sft] [onegrp]-
tmp_am = best_am; night—count + zzp) 
am_count = find_am_or_pm(onegrp,AM,tmp_am) ； no_days_suff++; 
pm_count = fmd_am_or_pm(onegrp,PM,night_count- } 
tmp_am); if (no_days_suff==0) { 
“ if((sft==0)&&(am-count>0)) { 
aa[i][onegrp] ++; 
if ((am_count==0)&&(pm_comU==0)) am_count-; 
retum(2*night_count) ； } 
else if((sft==l)&&(pm_count>0)) { 
pp[i][onegrp] ++; 
test_count = am—count + pm_count; pm_count--; 
i f (Debug=TRUE) } 
printf("day count for skill %d is: am - %d pm - %d : total 
%d<p>\n", break; 
onegrp ,am_count, } else if (best_days_suff > no_days_suff) { 
pm_count, test—count); best_days_suff = no_days_suff; 
/* find the max day workers those could be assigned */ best_idx = i； 
/* assign night workers to night-am or night-pm appropriately best—sft = sft; 
* / } 
} 
zzp = fmd za zp(night_count, onegrp, night_count - best—am); 
P - - if(ii== 2*DAYS) { 
/* assign day workers without exceeding requirement */ if ((best_sft==0)&&(am_count>0)) { 
aaP)est_idx][onegrp] ++; 
tot—am = 0; tot_pm = 0; am_count-; 
for (i=0;i<DAYS;i++) { } … 
aa[i][onegrp] = am—count - else if ((best_sft==l)&&(pm_count>0)) 
(grpreq[(i+DAYS-l)%DAYS] [AM] [onegrp] - best_am) ； { 
if (aa[i][onegrp] < 0) pp[best_idx][onegrp] ++; 
aa[i][onegrp] = 0; pm_count-; 
tot_am += aa[i][onegrp]; }else 
ppM[onegrp] = pm_count - S u i ^ , 
(grpreq[(i+DAYS-l)%DAYS][PM][onegrp]- ifDebug==TRUE) 
night_counr+ best—am) ； prmtf("grp %d sft %d assg best day %d 
if(pp[i][onegrp]<0) remain %d<p>\n", 
ppM[onegrp] = 0; onegrp，sft, i. (best_sft==0) ？ 
tot_pm += pp[i][onegrp]; am_count:pm_count); 
while (tot—am > am—count) { } 
offset = rand()%DAYS ； } 
if(aa[offset][onegrp]>0) { */ 
aa[offset][onegrp] - ; if ((Debug==TRUE)) 
tot_am-; show_grp_ass(onegrp); 
} } /* fmd the surplus workforce */ 
show_def(onegrp); 
while(tot_pm>pm_count){ printfC'require D=%d N=%d 
offset =7and()%DAYS; totaI=%dVi",test_count,2*night_count,test_count+2*night_cou 
if(pp[offset][onegrp]>'0) { nt); 
pp[offset][onegrp] - ; retum(test_count+2*night_count); 
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int onegrp; { printf("wrong zsize at grp %d prid %d sft %d patt 
{ in t j ; %d\n", 
printf("<p>Vigroup %d workers assigned for za: ",onegrp); onegrp, *prid, sft, 
for 0=O;j<DAYS;j++) patt_no); 
printf("%d ",zaU][onegrp]); exit(0); } 
printf("<p>Vigroup %d workers assigned for zp : ",onegrp); if (k< patt_no) { 
for (j=0;j<DAYS;j++) /* if ((patt_no - k ==l)&&(patt__no > 1)) */ 
printf("%d ",zpG][onegrp]); if (patt—no - k ==1) 
printf("<p>\ngroup %d workers assigned for aa : ",onegrp); /* day offbefore night shift */ 
for (j=0;j<DAYS ;j++) rost_sft[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day]= 
printf("%d ",aaU][onegrp]); OFF; 
printf("<p>\ngroup %d workers assigned for pp : ",onegrp); else 
for (j=0;j<DAYS;j++) /* day shift before night shift */ 
printf("%d ",ppO][onegrp]); rost_sft[onegrp][tmp_rid][tmp_day]= 
} sft; 
} 
show_rost_ass(onegrp) else if (k< 4 + patt—no) 
int onegrp; /* night shift */ 
{ in t j , rr; rost_sft[onegrp][tmp_rid][tmp_day]= 
for(rr=0;((rr<WORKER)&&(rost_sft[onegrp][rr][l]!= N; 
NOT_DEFINED));rr++) { else if (k< 6 + patt—no) 
printf("<p>\nRoster %3d of group %2d: “ ,rr, onegrp); /* day off after night shift */ 
for (j=l;j<=DAYS;j++) rost_sft[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day]= 
printf("%c "， OFF; 
(rost_sft[onegrp][rr]m == AM) ？ 'A':( /* else if ((patt_no<=l)&&(k===2*DAYS-l)) */ 
(rost_sft[onegrp][rr]U] == PM) ？ 'P':( else if ((patt_no==0)&&(k==2*DAYS-l)) 
(rost_sft[onegrp] [rr] {]] == N) ？ /* day after after night shift for pattem OFF */ 
'N' ： '0'))) ； rost_sft[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day]= 
} ， OFF; 
I else 
/* day shift after night shift */ 
mk_rost_from_aa_pp_zap(onegrp) rost_sft[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day]= 
int onegrp; sft; 
{intj,sft; /* next find a sftid if any to this roster shift */ 
int riWl. rost_sftid[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day]= 
‘ NOT_DEFINED; 
printf("mk_rost at %d<p>" ,onegrp); rost_skill[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day]= 
for (sft=AM; sft<=PM; sft++) { NOT—DEFINED; 
/* make aa or pp pattems */ if (rost_sft[onegrp] [tmp_nd] [tmp_day] != OFF) 
for (j=0;j<DAYS;j++) { 
/* j is the start day of AM shift in a week (0-6)*/ find_sftid_to_rost(onegrp,tmp_nd,tmp_day, 
mk rost from aa_pp(onegrp,&rid, sftJ); rost_sft[onegrp][tmp_rid][tmp_day]); 
) /* for i*7 - _ if(Debug==TRUE) 
printf("Vi r=%d d=%d f=%d to s=%d 
/* make za or zp pattems */ t=%d"， 
forO=0;j<DAYS;j++){ tmp_rid,tmp_day, 
/* j is the start day of N shift in a week (0-6)*/ rost_sft[onegrp] [tmp_nd] [tmp_day]， 
mk_rost_from_zap(onegrp,&rid, sft,j); rost_skill[onegrp][tmp_rid][tmp_day] 
} /* for j */ rost_sftid[onegrp] [tmp_nd] [tmp_day]); 
) /* fors f t* / } /*fork*/ 
*prid += 2; 
/* to indicate end of list */ }严 for rr */ 
rost_sft[onegrp][rid][l] = NOT—DEFINED; } 
retum(rid); mk_rost_from_aa_pp(onegrp,prid, sft, patt—no) 
j ’ int onegrp, *prid, sft, patt_no; 
mk_rost_from_zap(onegrp,prid, sft, patt_no) int rr,zsize,k; 
int onegrp, *prid, sft, patt—no; int tmp_rid, tmp_day, off_day; 
I if (sft==AM) zsize = aa[patt_no] [onegrp]； 
int rr,zsize,k; if (sft==PM) zsize = pp[patt_no] [onegrp]； 
inttmp_riitmp_day; if (zsize==0) 
if (sf t=AM) zsize = za[patt_no][onegrp]; r,tum(0); ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ c ^ i -
if(sft==PM) zsize = zp[patt_no][onegrp]; off_day 二（patt—no _ 1 + DAYS)%DAYS + 1， 
if Osize--O1 for (rr=0; rr < zsize ； rr++) { 
" e L ( 0 ) - for (k=0; k<DAYS; k++) { 
for (iT=0; rr < zs i ; e ； rr++) { /* schedule f o r l w e e k period */ 
for (k=0; k<2*DAYS; k++) { tmp_day 二 k%DAYS + 1； 
/* schedule for 2 week period */ tmp_nd = *pnd; 
tmD dav = k%DAYS + 1 • if 
tmpIr id = k /DAYS + *pri'd; ((tmp_day<0)ll(tmp_day>DAYS)ll(tmp_rid<0)ll(tmp_rid>ROS 
— ’ T)) 
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{ printf("wrong zsize at grp %d prid %d sft %d patt if (grp_skill[t]<=0) 
%dW, continue; 
onegrp, *prid, sft, /* check if gpid is parent of t_grp */ 
patt_no); 
exit(0); } while ((grp_parent[t] >l)&&(t!^pid)) 
if (off_day==tmp_day) t = grp_parent[t]; 
rost_sft[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day] = OFF; 
else if((t!=gpid)&&(gpid!=l)) 
rost_sft[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day] = sft; continue; 
rost_sftid[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day] = one_sftid=try_skill_sftid_to_rost(gpid,one_rid,one_day, 
NOT_DEFINED; one_sft, grp_skill[t_gp]); 
rost_skill[onegrp] [tmp_rid][tmp_day] = if ((one_sftid>0)ll(rost_sftid[gpid] [one_rid] [one_day] >0)) 
NOT_DEFINED; return(TRUE); 
if (rost_sft[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day] != OFF) 
} 
find_sftid_to_rost(onegrp,tmp_rid,tmp_day, } 
rost_sft[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day]); retum^'ALSE); 
i f (Debug==TR^) } 
printf("\n r=%d d=%d f=%d to s=%d 
t=%d", try_skill_sftid_to_rost(gpid,one_rid,one_day, one_sft, 
tmp_rid, tmp_day, one—skill) 
rost_sft[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day] ’ int gpid, one_rid, one_day, one_sft, one—skill; 
rost_skill[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day]， { 
rost_sftid[onegrp][tmp_rid][tmp_day]); ints; 
if (one—day <=0) 
} /* for k */ printf("wrong dayid at %d %d<p>\n",gpid,one_rid); 
/* the day before first day of worker is OFF */ for (s=l; sftid_start_time[one_skill] [one_day][s]>0; s++) { 
tmp_day = (patt_no - 1 + DAYS)%DAYS + 1 ； if 
rost_sft[onegrp] [tmp_rid] [tmp_day] = OFF; ((sftid_sfttype[one_skill] [one_day] M=one_sft)&& 
*prid += 1; 
} /* for IT */ (sftid_worker[one_skill] [one_day] [s]==NOT_DEFINED)) { 
} sftid_worker[one_skill] [one_day] [s]= 
one_rid; 
fmd_sftid _grp(gpid) sftid_rost[one_skill] [one_day] [s]= 
intgpid ； gpid； 
I rost_skill[gpid] [one_rid] [one_day]= 
int d, r, t_p=0, t_r=0; one_skill; 
for (r^l； (rost_sft[gpid][r][l] != NOT_DEHNED )&& rost_sftid[gpid][one_nd][one_day] = s; 
(r <= grp_size[gpid]) ； r++) { retum(s); 
for (d= 1 ； d<=DAYS ； d++) { } 
rost_sftid[gpid][r][d] = 0; } 




} — int onegrp,sft,night_count; 
t_p++; { 
j int i,total_shift,max_count,test_count,remain_count; 
} total_shift = 0; 
printf("Xn total for gpid %d t_p = %d t_r= %dNn<p>", gpid, max_count = 0; 
t p t r). test_count = 0; 
， for (i=0;i<DAYS;i++) { 
j remain_count = gq)req[i][sft][onegrp] -night_count; 
if (remain_count < 0) 
fmd_sftid_to_rost(gpid,one_rid,one_day,one_sft) remain_count=0; 
intgpid,one_rid, one—day，one_sft; totaLshift += grpreq[i][sft][onegrp] -mght_count; 
r 一 if (max—count < grpreq[i] [sft] [onegrp] -night_count) 
int t,one_sftid,t_gp; max—count = grpreq[i][sft] [onegrp] -night_count; 
if (rost_sftid[gpid] [one—rid] [one_day] >0) } 
retum(TRUE); if (total_shift==0) 
if(grp_skill[gpid]>0) { retum(0); 
_ /* has base skill */ /* find upper of totaI_shift 6 */ 
one_sftid=try_skill_sftid_to_rost(gpid,one_rid,one_ if (total_shift%6==0) 
day， test—count = total_shift/6; 
‘ one_sft, grp_skill[gpid]); else 
if ((one_sftid>0)ll(rost_sftid[gpid][one—rid] [one_day] >0)) test_count = total_shift/6 + 1 ； 
retum(TRUE); *, 
gjgg /* fmd max of max—count，test—count */ 
retumO'ALSE); if (max_count > test_count) 
1 test_count = max—count; 
else { if (test_count<0) test_count=0; 
/* otherwise check with each child group with grandparent as retum(test_count); 
gpid */ } 
for (t_gp=2;t_gp<=groups;t_gp++) { • , , � 
t 二 t_gp; find_night(onegrp) 
/* ignore non base skill workers *1 int onegrp; 
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{ /* getchar(); */ 
int i,j,k; temp = find_count_onegrp(gpid); 
int flag; b_temp = show_def(gpid); 
int sum; copy_t_best(gpid); 
init_tabu(); 
if (Debug==TRUE) whiTe (s_loop<s_max) { 
printf(" now start to run find_night\n"); temp = find_count_onegrp(gpid)； 
/* temp = find_tabu_neighbour(gpid) ； */ 
gen_P(P); /* 
if (check_size(gpid) != grp_size[gpid]) 
for (j=0;j<MY;j++) { printf("wrong size of group %d: %d, 
rdm= grpreqU][2][onegrp] ； %d\n",gpid,grp_size[gpid], 
bG+l]=FALSE; check_size(gpid)); 
} */ 
break_aIl=FALSE; if ((s_temp=show_def(^pid))<b_temp) { 
for (i=0;i<WORKER;i++) copy_t_best(gpid); 




if (Debug==TRUE) retrieve_t_best(gpid); 
printf("n=%d\n",i); 
sum=0; return(temp); 
for (i=l;i<=MY;i++) { /* retum(find_count_onegrp(gpid)); */ 
za[i-l][onegrp]= (int) (sol[i]+0.99); 
zp[i-l][onegrp]=0; } 
sum += za[i-1 ] [onegrp] ； } 
if(Debug==TRUE) 
printf("za[%d]=%d W , i,za[i-l][onegrp]); check_size(onegrp) 
} int onegrp; 
retum(sum); { 
} int i,t_size=0; 








else int onegrp; 
retum(n2); { 
} int i,j,k; 
for (i=0;i<DAYS;i++) { 
forO=0;j<3;j++) 
grpreq[i]U][onegrp] = 0; 
traverse_test(gpid) } 
int gpid; } 
int t,j,k,jl,sum,temp ,b_temp, s_loop=l ,s_max= 40，s_temp; copy_req_from_req_to_grpreq(oneskUl,onegrp) 
char c; int oneskill, onegrp; 
{ 
if (Debug=TRUE) int iJ,k; 
printf("<p>Vitraversing %d %dVi", gpid, grp_skill[gpid]); for (i=0;i<DAYS;i++) 
if (grp_skill[gpid] > 0 ) { for 0=O;j<3;j++) 
/*base case */ grpreq[i]U][onegrp] = req[i+l]0][oneskill]; 
copy_req_from_req_to_grpreq(grp_skill[gpid] ,gpid); } 
if(Debug==TRUE) 
show_grpreq(gpid); copy_def_from_req_to_grpreq(gpid 1 ,gpid2,add_or_del) 
retum(find_count_onegrp(gpid)); int gpidl,gpid2,add_or_del; 
} _ _ ( 
else { int i,j,k,temp; 
set_zero_grpreq(gpid); for (i=0;i<DAYS;i++) 
for (t=0;t<GROUP;t++) { for 0=O;j<3;j++) { 
if (grp_child[gpid][t] <= 0) temp = find_def(ij,gpidl); 
/* no more chUd */ if (temp<0) 
break; temp=0; 
/* for each chUdren ’ perform traverse test */ if (add_or_del==TRUE) 
/* for those unsuccessful children, put into a list V g rp reqW� fepid2] += temp; 
txaverse_test(grp_child [gpid] [t]); else 
grpreq[i]D][gpid2] -= temp; 
copy_def_from_req_to_grpreq(grp_child[gpid] [t] ,g } 
pid,TRUE); } 
if (Debug==TRUE) find_def(dayid, sftid, gpid) 
show_grpreq(gpid); int dayid, sftid, gpid; 
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{ } 
int i，j ,k,temp; if (Debug==TRUE) 
if(sftid==0) { printf(":%d(%d) ",sum,sur); 
temp = 0; retum(sum); 
for 0=l;j<DAYS;j++) } 
temp += aa[(dayid+j)%DAYS] [gpid]； 
for (j=0;j<DAYS;j++) calc_def(gpid,action) 
temp += za\j] [gpid] ； int gpid; 
/* char action; /* R-rotate, C-construct, F-refine */ 
printf("skill %d day %d shift %d req %d assg { 
%d<p>\n"， int t,j ,k,j 1 ,sum,temp ； 
gpid, j, sftid, grpreq[dayid][sftid][gpid], char c; 
temp); printf("cal_def at grp %d<p>",gpid); 
*/ 
} if(grp_skill[gpid]>0){ 
else if (sftid==l) { /* base case */ 
temp = 0; if (action=='C') { 
for 0=l;j<DAYS ;j++) mk_rost_from_aa_pp_zap(gpid)； 
temp += pp[(dayid+j)%DAYS] [gpid] ； copy_req_from_req_to_grpreq(grp_skill[gpid],gpid); 
for 0=O;j<DAYS;j++) show_def(gpid); 
temp += zpU][gpid]; } 
/* else if(action='R') 
printf("skUl %d day %d shift %d req %d assg find_sftid_grp(gpid); 
%d<p>Nn", } 
gpid, j，sftid, grpreq[dayid] [sftid] [gpid]， else { 
temp); set_zero_grpreq(gpid); 
*/ for (t=0;t<GROUP;t++) { 
} if(grp_child[gpid][t]<=0) 
else if (sftid==2) { /* no more child */ 
temp = 0; break; 
for (j=4;j<=DAYS;j++) /* for each children ’ perform traverse test */ 
temp += zp[(dayid+j)%DAYS] [gpid] calc_def(grp_child[gpid][t],action); 
+ za[(dayid+j)%DAYS] [gpid] ； if (action=='C') 
/* 
printf("skill %d day %d shift %d req %d assg copy_def_from_req_to_grpreq(grp_child[gpid][t],gpid,TRUE); 
%d<p>Vn", } 
gpid, j, sftid，grpreq[dayid][sftid][gpid], if (action=='C') { 
temp); show_def(gpid); 
*/ mk_rost_from_aa_pp_zap(gpid); 
} } . . 
/* return postive: deficit, negative: surplus */ else if (action=='R') 






inti,j,k; intgpid;7*group no */ 
for (j=0;j<3;j++) { /* to find best swap of patterns at a given solution */ 
printf("<p>XnGrp %d Shift %d :"’ onegrp, j); { 
for (i=0;i<DAYS;i++) int i,j,ii,jj, t_delta, best_delta, best_i, bestJ, best_ii, bestJj; 
’ printf("%d ",grpreq[i]U][onegrp]); intj_size; 
} best_delta = MAXLOOP; 
} for (i=0;i<DAYS;i++) 
forG=0;j<4:j++){ 
show_def(onegrp) if G==0) 
int onegrp; j_size = aa[i] [gpid]； 
I else if 0 = 1 ) 
int i,j,k, temp, sum=0,sur=0; j-Size = pp[i][gpid]; 
for O=0;j<3;j++) { else if ( j = 2 ) 
if 0)ebug==TRUE) j_size = za[i] [gpid]； 
printf("<p>VnGrp %d Shift %d : "，onegrp, j); else if 0 = 3 ) 
for (i=0;i<DAYS;i++) { j_size =j:p[i][gpid]; 
temp = find_def(i,j,onegrp); if (j_size<=0) 
if(temp<0) { continue; 
grpsur_][onegrp] = - temp; for (ii=0;ii<DAYS;ii++) 
sur += - temp; for Oj=0;jj<4;jj++) { 
temp = 0. if Oj<=l)&&Oj>l)) { /* ie from aa or pp to zz *l 




sum += temp; continue; 
if (Debug==TRUE) if ((t_delta=delta_neighbour(i,j,u,jj)) < best_delta 
printf("%d(%d) “ ,temp,grpsur[i] 0] [onegrp]); ) { 
I best_delta = t_delta; 
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best_i = i ； bestJ = j ； /* i 1 ,j 1 refers to starting day and pattem type, i2 j2 for ending 
best_ii = ii; bestJ j =jj ; day */ 
} { 
} int delta, j_size; 
} /* first set the pattem size temporarily */ 
/* check no solution case */ if (01>3)ll02>3)ll(il>=DAYS)ll(i2>=DAYS)) 
if (best_delta ==MAXLOOP) retum(MAXLOOP); 
retum(best_delta); if ^l>l)l l( j2>l)) 
if ((bestJ>l)ll(bestJj>l)) j_size = 2; 
j_size=2; else 
else j_size = 1 ； 
j_size=l; 
i f ( j l = = 0 ) 
/* update solution */ aa[i 1 ] [gpid] -= j_size ； 
if (bestJ==0) else if 01==1) 
aa[best_i] [gpid] -= j_size; pp [i 1 ] [gpid]-= j_size; 
else if (bestJ==l) else if(jl==2) 
ppP3est_i][gpid]-= j_size; za[il][gpid]--; 
else if 0)estJ==2) else if 01==3) 
zan5est_i][gpid]--; zp[il][gpid]-; 
elseif05estJ==3) if02==0) 
zpP3est_i][gpid]--; aa[i2][gpid]+= j_size; 
if(bestJj==0) else i f02==l) 
aaP3est_ii] [gpid] += j_size; pp [i2] [gpid] += j_size; 
elseif(bestJj==l) elseif(j2==2) 
ppD>est_ii][gpid]+= j_size; za[i2] [gpid]++; 
else if (bestJj==2) else if (j2==3) 
zaP3est_ii][gpid]++; zp[i2][gpid]++; 
else if (bestJj==S /* calc delta */ 
zp[best_ii] [gpid]++; delta = show_def(gpid); 
/* insert into tabu list */ /* now return to normal */ 
insert_tabu(i,j ,ii,jj,gpid) ； if 01==0) 
retum(best_delta); aa[il][gpid]+= j_size; 
} else i f ( j l==l) 
pp[il][gpid]+=j_size; 
init_tabu() else if 01==2) 
{ za[il][gpid]++; 
inti; else ifQl==3) 
tabu_idx = 0; zp[il][gpid]++; 
for (i=0;i<TABU_SIZE; i++) { if O2==0) 
tabu_il[i] = FALSE; aa[i2] [gpid]-= j_size; 
t a b u � 1 [i] = FALSE; else if (j2== 1) 
tabu_i2[i] = FALSE; pp[i2][gpid]-= j_size; 




insert—tabu( i l , j l , i2,j2, gpid) retum(delta); 
intir,jl,i2,j2, gpid; } 
/* i l , j l refers to starting day and pattem type, i2j2 for ending 
day */ refine(begin_gpid, use_tabu) 
{ int begin_gpid, use—tabu; 
tabu—i 1 [tabu_idx] = i 1 ； { 
tabuJl[tabu_idx] = j l ; int temp ,b_temp, s_loop=l ,s_max=100, s_temp, gpid=0; 
tabu_i2[tabuIidx] = i2; int first=TRUE; 
tabuJ2[tabu_idx] =j2; do{ first=FALSE; 
tabu_idx = (tabu_idx+ l)%TABU_SIZE; if (gpid<=0) { 
} gpid = begin_gpid; 
tabu_hit( il,j 1, i2,)2, gpid) else { 
intil,jl,i2,j2, gpid; 
/* i 1，j 1 refers to starting day and pattem type, i2 j2 for ending copy_def_from_req_to_grpreq(gpid,grp_parent[gpid],TRUE); 
day */ gpid = grp_parent[gpid]； 
{ } 
intt,tt; if(grp_parent[gpid]>0) 
for (t=0; t<TABU_SIZE; t++) { 
tt = (tabu_idx+t+TABU_SIZE-l)%TABU_SIZE; copy_def_from_req_to_grpreq(gpid,grp_parent[gpid],FALSE); 
if ((tabu_il[tt] == il)&&(tabuJ 1 [tt] == j l"^ && printf("refine group %d\n", gpid); 
(tabu_i2[tt] == ^&&(tabuJ2[t t] == j2)) s—loop = 1 ； 
return(TRUE); b—temp = show_def(gpid); 
} copy_t_best(gpid); 
retumO'ALSE); init_tabu(); 
1 while (s_loop<s_max) { 
if(use_tabu==TRUE) 
delta_neighbour(i 1 ’j 1，i2,j2, gpid) temp = find_tabu_neighbour(gpid); 
intil,jl,i2,j2, gpid; else 
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temp = find_count_onegrp(gpid)； 
/* 
if (check_size(gpid) != grp_size[gpid]) 
printf("wrong size of group %d: %d, 
%d\n" ,gpid,grp_size[gpid] ’ 
check_size(gpid)); 
*/ 
if ((s_temp=show_def(gpid))<b_temp) { 
copy_t_best(gpid); 











int s,one_skill,one_day ； 
for (one_skill=l; one_skill<=skills; one_skill++) 
for (one_day=l;one_day<=DAYS; one_day++) 
for (s=l; sftid_start_time[one_skill] [one_day][s]>0; s++) { 
sftid_worker[one_skill] [one_day] [s]= 
NOT—DEFINED; 





Appendix B - Program Listing 
/* mksftreq.c } 
/* called by mksftreq.html by POST method 
/* function: to generate sftid.txt’ req.txt from hour.txt for(x=0; x <= m; x++) { 
*/ assign_value(x ,m)； 
} 
#include <stdio.h> printf("<Hl>Shift requirement generation</Hl>"); 
#iftidef NO_STDLIB_H printf("The following file contains the shift requirement as 






/* if both location and day id are defined，update filel */ 
#define MAX_ENTRffiS 10000 /* 
if((location >0)&&(day>0)&&(shift_id>0)) { 
typedef struct { update_file(filel); 
char *name; } 
char *val; display_file(file 1)； 
} entry; */ 
printf("</ul>%c",10); 
char *makeword(char *line, char stop); } 
char *fmakewordO^^E *f, char stop, int *len); 
char x2c(char *what); assign_value(x,m) 
void unescape_url(char *url); int x,m; /* x- index to entries m - max of indices */ 
void plustospace(char *str); { 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hour_filename")==0) { 
int location; if (entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
int day; printf("File name not defined, please re-enterW'); 
int shift_id, start_time, end_time, sfttype, worker_id, rost_id; exit(l); 
} 
entry entries[MAX_ENTRffiS] ； strcpy(hour_filename, entries[x] .vaI); 
char *hour_filename; } else 
char *grp_filename; if (strcmp(entries[x] .name, "grp_filename")==0) { 
char *sftid_filename; if (entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
char *req_filename; printf("File name not defined, please re-enter\n")； 
- exit(l); 
main(int argc, char *argv[]) { } 
register int x,m=0; strcpy(grp_filename, entries[x].val); 
int cl; } else 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "sftid_filename")==0) { 
hour_filename = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)* 100); if (entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
strcpy(hour_filename, 7home/atcchan/th/hour.txt"); printf("File name not defined, please re-enterW'); 
grp_filename = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)*100); exit(l); 
strcpy(gq)_filename, 7home/atcchan/th/grp.txt"); } 
sftid_menarne = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)* 100); strcpy(sftid_filename, entries[x].val); 
strcpy(sftid_filename, 7home/atcchan/th/sftid.txt"); } else 
req_filename = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)* 100); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "req_filename")==0) { 
strcpy(req_fflename, "/home/atcchan/th/req.txt"); if (entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
printf("Content-type: text/html%c%c",10,10); printf("File name not defined, please re-enterW'); 
exit(l); 
} 
if(strcmp(getenv("REQUEST_METHOD"),"POST")) { strcpy(req_filename, entries[x].val); 
printf("This script should be referenced with a METHOD }； 
ofPOST.Nn"); } 
printf("If you don't understand this, see this "); 
printf("<A 
HREF=V'http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/SoftwareMosaic/Doc mksftreq() 
s/fill-out-forms/overview.html\">foniis overview</A>.%c",10); { 
exit(l); read_hour(hour_filename); 
} ， read_grp(grp_filename); 
if(strcmp(getenv("CONTENT_TYPE"),"application/x-www- make_aIl_sft_from_req(); 
fonn-urlencoded")) { write_req(req_filename); 
printf("This script can only be used to decode form results. write_sftid(sftid_filename); 
\n")； } 
exit(l); 
cl = atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH")); make_all_sft_from_req() 
{ 
for(x=0;cl && (!feof(stdin));x++) { int d,s; 
m=x; for ( s=l; s <= skills; s++) 
entries[x].val = fmakeword(stdin,'&',&cl); for (d=l; d < DAY; d++) { 
plustospace(entries[x].val); /* initialise req */ 
unescape_url(entries[x] .val); req[d][N][s] =0; 
entries[x].name = makeword(entries[x].val；='); req[d][AM][s] =0; 
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req[d] [PM] [s] =0; sftid_sfttype[loc_no] [day] [sid] = NOT_DEHNED; 





make_sft_from_req(loc_no, day) { 
int loc_no, day; int j,sid,d; 
{ for (j=0; j<location_no; j++) { 
int i,j,k,w,sid, temp; for (d=0; d<DAY; d++) { 
/* initialise parameters */ for (sid=l ； ((sftid_sfttypeO][d] [sid] != 
int man_no[HOUR]，start_work[HOUR]； NOT_DEFINED)&& 
for (i=0; i<HOUR;i++) { (sid < SFTID)); sid++) 
man_no[i] = 0; printf("location %d day %d sftid %d type %d start %d end 
start_work[i] = 0; %dW, 
} j,d,sid, sftid_sfttypeO][d][sid], 
/* determine minimum no of workers to start work at each sftid_start_timem[d][sid],sftid_end_timem[d][sid]) 
hour */ ； 
for (k=SHOUR; k<=PHOUR; k++) { } 
if (k==SHOUR) { printf("location %d need %d 
/* for the first hour, min worker no = hourly req */ workersMi" j ,find_count_oneskillO))； 
start_work[k] = req_hour[loc_no] [day] [k] ； for (d=0; d<DAY; d++) 
for (j=0; j<WHOUR; j++) printf("z[%d]=%d ",d,z[d]); 
man_no[k+j] += start_work[k]; } 
} } 
elseif(k<PHOUR){ */ 
/* for the second to PHOUR -1 hour, min worker no = 
incremental difference */ 
start_workM = (req_hour[loc_no] [day] [k]-
man_no[k]>0)? 
(req_hour[loc_no] [day][k] - man_no[k]>0):0; 
for 0=0;j<WHOUR;j++) 
man_no[k+j] += start_work[k]; 
} 
else { 
/* for the PHOUR hour, min worker no 二 max of 
incremental difference til NHOUR-l*/ 
for 0=PHOUR; j<NHOUR; j++) 
ifO==PHOUR) 
temp = req_hour[loc_no] [day] \]] - m a n _ _ ] ; 
else if (temp<req_hour[loc_no] [day] ^ ] -
man_nom) 
temp = req_hour[loc_no][day]^] - man_noU]; 
start_work[PHOUR] = temp; 
for ¢=0; j<WHOUR; j++) 
man_no[k+j] += start_work[PHOUR]; 
} 
} 
/* for the NHOUR hour, min worker no = req at NHOUR */ 
temp = req_hour[loc_no] [day] [NHOUR]； 
for 0=NHOUR; j<HOUR; j++) 
if (req_hour[loc_no] [day] y]>temp) 
temp = req_hour[loc_no] [day] [NHOUR]； 
start_work[NHOUR] = temp; 
/* convert start—work to sftid and req */ 
sid = 1; 
for 0=SHOUR; j<=NHOUR; j++) 
for (w=0; w<start_worky]; w++) { 
sftid_start_time[loc_no] [day] [sid] = j ； 
sftid_end_time[loc_no] [day] [sid] = j+WHOUR; 
ifO<AHOUR) { 
sflid_sfttype[loc_no] [day] [sid] = AM; 
}elseif(j<=PHOUR) { 
sftid_sfttype[loc_no] [day] [sid] = PM; 
}else if(j>=NHOUR) { 
sftid_sfttype[loc_no] [day] [sid] = N; 
} 
sftid_worker[loc_no] [day] [sid] = NOT_DEFINED; 
sftid_rost[loc_no] [day] [sid] = NOT—DEFINED; 
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/* req.c printf("</ul>%c",10); 
/* called by req.html by POST method } 
/* function: input, update, display the shift requirement of one 
location and day to req.txt display_file(filename) 
*/ char *filename; 
{ 
/* display the whole file if location and day < 0 */ 
#include <stdio.h> /* if location is defeined, display only this location */ 
#ifndef NO_STDLIB_H /* if day is defeined, display only this day */ 
#include <stdlib.h> /* if location and day is not defeined but one hour is entered 0， 
#else display only this hour for all location and day*/ 
char *getenv(); RLE *fp; 
#endif int dayid, locid, sid, req, i; 
#include <string.h> printf("<li> <code>%s </code>%c",filename,10); 
if ((fp = fopen(filename, "r"))==NULL) 
#define MAX_ENTRffiS 10000 retumO'ALSE); 
while (fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %d\n", &dayid, &sid, &locid, 
typedef struct { &req)>0) { 
char *name; if ((location>=0)&&(locid!=location)) 
char *val; continue; 
} entry; if ((day>=0)&&(dayid!=day)) 
continue; 
char *makeword(char *line，char stop); /* printf("<Ii> <code> loc=%2d day=%d sft=%d 
char *fmakeword^TLE *f, char stop, int *len); required=%d</code>%c", 
char x2c(char *what); locid,dayid, sid,req,10); */ 
void unescape_url(char *url); printf("<li> <code> loc=%2d day=%d sft=%d req=", 
void plustospace(char *str); locid,dayid, sid); 
for (i=0;i<req; i++) printf("*"); 
int location; printf("</code>%c",10); 
int day; } 
entry entries[MAX_ENTRIES] ； fclose(fp); 
char *filel; retum(TRUE); 
} 
main(int argc, char *argv[]) { 
register int x,m=0; assign_value(x,m) 
int cl- int x,m; /* x- index to entries m - max of indices */ 
‘ { 
filel = (char *) maUoc(sizeof(char)* 100); intj; 
printf("Content-type: text>^tml%c%c",10,10); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "filename")==0) { 
if(entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
if(strcmp(getenv("REQUEST_METHOD"),"POST")) { printf("File name not defined, please re-enterW'); 
printf("This script should be referenced with a METHOD exit(l); 
ofPOSTAn"); } 
printf("If you don't understand this, see this "); strcpy(filel, entries[x].vaI); 
printf("<A } else { 
HREF=X"http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/SoftwareMosaic/Doc /* for other cases set val to -1 */ 
s/fill-out-forms/overview.html\">forms overview</A>.%c",10); if (entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
exit(l)- strcpy(entries[x].val, "-1"); 
} ‘ } 
if(strcmp(^etenv("CONTENT_TYPE"),"application/x-www- if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "location")==0) { 
form-urlencoded")) { location = atoi(entries[x].val); 
printf("This script can only be used to decode form results. } 
\^’,)； if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "day")==0) { 
‘exit(l)- day = atoi(entries[x].val); 
} ‘ } 
cl = atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH")); } 
} 
for(x=0;cl && (!feof(stdin));x++) { 
m=x; 
entries[x].vaI = fmakeword(stdin,'&',&cl); 
plustospace(entries[x].val); 
unescape_url(entries[x] .vaI); 
entries[x].name = makeword(entries[x].val,'='); 
} 
for(x=0; X <= m; x++) { 
assign_value(x,m); 
} 
printf("<Hl>Shift Requirement Summary</Hl>"); 
printf("The following file contains the shift requirement of 
the specified location and day as such:<p>%c",10); 
printf("<ul>%c",10); 
/* this program is for display only */ 
display_file(filel); 
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/* reqinput.c if ((location >=0)&&(day>=0)) { 
/* called by reqinput.html by POST method update_file(filel); 
/* function: save the hourly requirement of one location and day } 
to hour.txt display_file(filel); 
*/ printf('Wul>%c",10); 
} 
#include <stdio.h> display_file(filename) 
#ifndef NO_STDLIB_H char *filename; 
#include <stdlib.h> { 
#else /* display the whole file if location and day < 0 */ 
char *getenv(); /* if location is defeined, display only this location */ 
#endif /* if day is defeined, display only this day */ 
#include <string.h> /* if location and day is not defeined but one hour is entered 0， 
display only this hour for all location and day*/ 
#define MAX—ENTRffiS 10000 HLE *fp; 
char *line = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)* 100); 
typedef struct { int dayid, locid, hourid, req, i; 
char *name; printf("<li> <code>%s </code>%c",filename,10); 
char *val; if ((fp = fopen(filename, "r"))==NULL) 
} entry; retum^^ALSE); 
while (fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %dVi", &locid，&dayid, 
char *makeword(char *line，char stop); &hourid, &req)>0) { 
char *finakeword^^LE *f, char stop, int *len); if ((location>=0)&&(locid!=location)) 
char x2c(char *what); continue; 
void unescape_url(char *url); if ((day>=0)&&(dayid!=day)) 
void plustospace(char *str); continue; 
if ((location <0)&&(day<0)&&(hour[hourid]<0)) 
int location; continue; 
int day; /* printf("<li> <code> loc=%2d day=%d hour=%2d 
int hour[25]; required=%d</code>%c", 
entry entries'[MAX_ENTRIES]； locid,dayid, hourid,req,10); 
char *filel; */ 
printf("<U> <code> loc=%2d day=%d houi^%2d req=", 
main(int argc, char *argv[]) { locid,dayid, hourid); 
register int x,m=0; for (i=0;i<req; i++) printf("*")； 
int cl. printf("</code>%c",10); 
‘ } 
filel = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)*100); fclose(fp); 
printf("Content-type: text/html%c%c",10,10); retum(TRUE); 
if(strcmp(getenv("REQUEST_METHOD"),"POST")) { 
printf("This script should be referenced with a METHOD assign_value(x,m) 
of POST.Nn"); int x,m; /* x- index to entries m - max of indices */ 
printf("If you don't understand this, see this "); { 
printff<A if (strcmp(entries[x] .name, "filename")==0) { 
HREF=\"http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/SoftwareMosaicADoc if (entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
s/fill-out-forms/overview.html\">fonns overview</A>.%c",10); printf("FUe name not defined, please re-enterW); 
exit(l); exit(l); 
} } 
if(strcmp(getenv("CONTENT_TYPE"),"applicationy'x-www- strcpy(filel, entnes[x].vaI); 
form-urlencoded")) { } else { 
printf("This script can only be used to decode form results. /* for other cases set val to -1 */ 
\n"); if(entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
，exit(l)- strcpy(entries[x].val, "-1"); 
} ， } 
cl = atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH")); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "location")==0) 
location = atoi(entries[x].val); 
for(x=0;cl && (!feof(stdin));x++) { if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "day")==0) 
m=x. day = atoi(entries[x].vaI); 
entries[x].val = fhiakeword(stdin;&',&cl); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hour7")==0) 
plustospace(entries[x].val); hour[7] = atoi(entries[x].val); 
unescape_url(entries[x].val); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hour8")==0) 
entries[x].name = makeword(entries[x] .val；=')； hour[8] = atoi(entries[x].val); 
} if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hour9")==0) 
hour[9] = atoi(entries[x].val); 
for(x=0; X <= m; x++) { if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hourl0")=0) 
，assign_Value(x,m); hour[10] = atoi(entries[x].val); 
I if (strcmp(entries [x] .name，"hour 11 " )=0) 
hour[ll] = atoi(entries[x].val); 
printf("<Hl>Hourly Staff Requirement</Hl>"); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hourl2")==0) 
printf("The foUowing file contains the hourly requirement of hour[12] = atoi(entries[x].val); 
the specified location as such:<p>%c",10); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hourl3")==0) 
printf("<ul>%cMO); hour[13] = atoi(entries[x].vaI); 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hourl4")=0) 
/* if both location and day id are defined ’ update file 1 */ hour[14] = atoi(entries [x] .val); 
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if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hourl5")==0) fprintf(fp, "%d %d %d %d\n", locid, dayid, hourid, 
hour[15] = atoi(entries[x].val); req); 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hourl6")==0) } 
hour[ 16] = atoi(entries [x] .val) ； fclose(fp)； 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hourl7")==0) fclose(Q)out); 
hour[17] = atoi(entries[x].val); retum(TRUE); 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hourl8")==0) } 
hour[18] = atoi(entries[x].val); 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hourl9")==0) 
hour[19] = atoi(entries[x].val); 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hour20")==0) 
hour[20] = atoi(entries[x].val); 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hour21")==0) 
hour[21] = atoi(entries[x].val); 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hour22")==0) 
hour[22] = atoi(entries[x].val); 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hour23")==0) 
hour[23] = atoi(entries[x].val); 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "hour24")=0) 






¥ R £ *fp, *fpout; 
char *fileout = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)*100); 
int dayid, locid, hourid, req; 
int found, d, h; 
strcpy( fileout, filename); 
strcat( fileout, ".tmp"); 
if ((fp = fopen(filename, "r"))==NULL) 
retumCFALSE); 
if ((fpout = fopen(fileout, "w"))==NULL) 
retumO'ALSE); 
found = FALSE; 
while (fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %d\n", &locid, &dayid, 





req = hour[hourid]; 
found = TRUE; 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d\n", locid, 
dayid, hourid, req); 
} else if ((locid > location)&&(found =二 FALSE)) 
{ 
for (d=0; d<7; d++) 
for (h=7; h<=24; h++) { 
if(hour[h]<0) hour[h]=0; 
fprintf(fj)out, "%d %d %d %d\n", location, 
d,h,hour[h]); 
} 
found = TRUE; 
} 




for (d=0; d<7; d++) 
for (h=7; h<=24; h++) { 
if(hour[h]<0) hour[h]=0; 






if ((fp = fopen(filename, "w"))==NULL) 
retum^^ALSE); 
if ((fpout = fopen(fileout, "r"))==NULL) 
retumO^ALSE); 
while (fscanf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d\n", &locid, &dayid， 
&hourid, &req)>0) { 
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/* sfdd.c /* if both location and day id are defined，update filel */ 
/* called by sftid.html by POST method if ((location >0)&&(day>0)&&(shift_id>0)) { 
/* function: input, update, display the shift id of one location update_file(filel); 





#ifndef NO_STDLIB_H display_file(filename) 
#include <stdlib.h> char *filename; 
#else { 
char *getenv(); /* display the whole file if location and day < 0 */ 
#endif /* if location is defeined, display only this location */ 
#include <string.h> /* if day is defeined, display only this day */ 
/* if location and day is not defeined but one hour is entered 0， 
#define MAX_ENTRffiS 10000 display only this hour for all location and day*/ 
_ FILE *fp; 
typedef struct { char *line = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)*100); 
char *name; int dayid, locid, sftid, stime, etime, stype, wid, rid, i; 
char *val; printf("<li> <code>%s </code>%c",filename,10); 
} entry; if ((fp = fopen(filename, "r"))==NULL) 
retum(FALSE); 
char *makeword(char *line，char stop); while (fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", 
char *finakewordQETLE *f, char stop, int *len); &locid, &dayid, &sftid, &stime, &etime, &stype, 
char x2c(char *what); &wid, &rid)>0) { 
void unescape_url(char *url) ； if ((location>=0)&&(lodd !=location)) 
void plustospace(char *str); continue; 
if ((day>=0)&&(dayid!=day)) 
int location; continue; 
int day; if 
int shift_id, start—time, end_time, sfttype, worker—id，rost_id; ((location<0)&&(day<0)&&(shift_id>0)&&(shift_id != sftid)) 
continue; 
entry entries[MAX_ENTRffiS]; if 
char *filel; ((location<0)&&(day<0)&&(start_time>0)&&(start_time != 
stime)) 
main(int argc, char *argv[]) { continue; 
register int x,m=0; if 
int cl; ((location<0)&&(day<0)&&(end_time>0)&&(end_time != 
etime)) 
filel = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)*100); continue; 
printf("Content-type: text/html%c%c",10,10); if ((location<0)&&(day<0)&&(sfttype >= 
^&&(sfttype != stype)) 
if(strcmp(getenv("REQUEST_METHOD"),"POST")) { continue; 
printf("This script should be referenced with a METHOD if ((location<0)&&(day<0)&&(worker_id >= 
of POSTAn"); O)&&(worker_id != wid)) 
printf("If you don't understand this, see this ")； continue; 
printf("<A if ((location<0)&&(day<0)&&(rost_id >= 
HREF=\"http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/SoftwareMosaic/Doc O)&&(rost_id != rid)) 
s/fill-out-forms/overview.htmlX">formsoverview</A>.%c",10); continue; 
exit(l); printf("<li> <code> loc=%2d day=%d sftid=%3d 
} ’ start=%2d end=%2d sft=%d worker=%4d roster=%3d 
if(strcmp(getenv("CONTENT_TYPE"),"application/x-www- </code>%c", 
form-urlencoded")) { locid,dayid, sftid,stime,etime,stype, 




cl = atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH")); } 
for(x=0;cl&&(!feof(stdin));x++){ assign_value(x,m) 
m=x; int x,m; /* x- index to entries m - max of mdices */ 
entries[x].val = fmakeword(stdin,'&',&cl); { 
plustospace(entries[x].val); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "filename )==0) { 
unescape_url(entries[x] .val); if (entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
entries[x]Tname = makeword(entries[x].val；=')； printf("File name not defined, please re-enterVi )； 
丨 e;dt(l); 
for(x=0; X <= m; x++) { strcpy(filel, entries[x].val); 
assign_value(x ,m) ； ) else { 
j /* for other cases set val to -1 */ 
if(entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
printf("<Hl>Shift Details</Hl>"); strcpy(entries[x].val, "-1"); 
printf("The following file contains the shift details of the } 
specified location as such:<p>%c",10); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "location")==0) 
printf("<ul>%c",10); location = atoi(entnes[x].val); 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "day")==0) 
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day = atoi(entries[x].val); location, day, shift_id, start_time, 
if (strcmp(entries[x] .name, "shift_id")==0) end—time’ sfttype, 
shift_id = atoi(entries[x].vaI); worker_id, rost_id); 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "start_time")==0) } 
start_time = atoi(entries [x].val) ； fclose(fp)； 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "end_time")==0) fclose(fpout); 
end_time = atoi(entries[x].vaI); if ((fp = fopen(filename, "w"))==NULL) 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "sfttype")==0) retum(FALSE); 
sfttype = atoi(entries[x].val); if ((fpout = fopen(fileout, "r"))==NULL) 
if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "worker_id")==0) retum(PALSE); 
worker_id = atoi(entries[x].vaI); while (fscanf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %dVi", 
if (strcmp(entries[x] .name, "rost_id")==0) &locid, &dayid, &sftid, &stime，&etime, &stype, 
rost_id = atoi(entries[x].val); &wid, &rid)>0) { 
} fprintf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", 
} locid, dayid, sftid, stime, etime, stype, wid, rid); 
} 
update_file(filename) fclose(fp); 
char *filename; fclose(fj)out); 
{ return(TRUE); 
HLE *fp, *fpout; } 
char *fileout = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)* 100); 
int dayid, locid, sftid, stime, etime, stype, wid, rid, i; 
int found, d, h; 
strcpy( fileout, filename); 
strcat( fileout, ".tmp"); 
if((fp = fopen(filename, "r"))==NULL) 
retum(PALSE); 
if((fpout = fopen(fileout, "w"))==NULL) 
retumOFALSE); 
found = FALSE; 
while (fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %dW', 
&locid, &dayid, &sftid, &stime, &etime, &stype, 
&wid, &rid)>0) { 
if 
((locid==location)&&(dayid==day)&&(sftid==shift_id)) { 
if (start_time>0) stime=start_time; 
if (end_time>0) etime=end_time; 
if(stime<12) {stype=0;} else if 
(stime<23) {stype=l;} else 
if(stime==24) {stype=2;} else { 
stype=3;} 
if (worker_id >0) wid=worker_id; 
if (rost_id >0) rid=rost_id; 
found = TRUE; 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %d %d 
%d %d\n", 
locid, dayid, sftid, stime, etime, stype, 
wid, rid); 
} else if (((locid > 
location)ll(dayid>day)ll(sftid>shift_id))&& 
(found == FALSE)) { 
if (start—time< 12) {sfttype=0;} 
else if (start_time<23) {sfttype= 1 ；} else 
if (start_time==24) {sfttype=2;} else { 
sfttype=3;} 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d 
%dW, 
location, day, shift_id, start—time， 
end_time, sfttype, 
worker_id, rost_id); 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d 
%dW', 
locid, dayid, sftid, stime, etime, stype, 
wid, rid); 
found = TRUE; 
} 
else 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %dW’， 
locid, dayid, sftid, stime, etime, stype, wid, rid); 
} 
if(found==FALSE) { 
if (start_time<12) {sfttype=0;} 
else if(start_time<23) {sfttype=l;} else 
if (start_time==24) {sfttype=2;} else { 
sfttype=3;} 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", 
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/* w_grp.c printf("<ul>%c",10); 
/* caUed by w_grp.html by POST method 
/* function: input, update, display the skill group of one worker /* ifboth worker_id and grp id are defined，update filel */ 








char *getenv(); char *filename; 
#endif { 
#include <string.h> /* display the whole file if worker—id and grp_id < 0 */ 
/* if worker_id is defeined, display only this worker_id */ 
#define MAX—ENTREES 10000 /* if grp_id is defeined, display only this grp */ 
/* if worker—id and grp_id is not defeined but one hour is 
typedef struct { entered 0’ 
char *name; display only this hour for aU worker_id and 
char *vaI; grp_id*/ 
} entry; FH^E *fp; 
char *line = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)* 100); 
char *makeword(char *line, char stop); int wid, gid, lastgid, lastrid,i; 
char *finakeword(FTLE *f, char stop, int *len); char *wname = (char *) maUoc(sizeof(char)*100); 
char x2c(char *what); printf("<U> <code>%s </code>%c",filename,10); 
void unescape_url(char *url); if ((fp = fopen(filename, "r"))==NULL) 
void plustospace(char *str); retumOFALSE); 
while (fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %s\n", 
int worker_id; &wid, &gid, &lastgid, &lastrid, wname )>0) { 
int grp_id;" if ((worker_id>=0)&&(wid!=worker_id)) 
int last_grp_id, last_rost_id; continue; 
if ((grp_id>=0)&&(grp_id!=gid)) 
entry entries[MAX_ENTRIES] ； continue; 
char *filel; if 
char *name; ( (worker_id<0)&&(grp_id<0)&&(last_grp_id>0)&&(last_grp 
_id!=lastgid)) 
main(int argc, char *argv[]) { continue; 
register int x ,m=0 ； if 
int cl- ((worker_id<0)&&(grp_id<0)&&(last_rost_id>0)&&(last_rost 
’ _id!=lastrid)) 
filel = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)*100); continue; 
name = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)*100); printf("<li> <code> worker=%4d name=%20s 
printf("Content-type: text/html%c%c",10,10); group=%3d last gp=%3d last rost=%3d </code>%c", 
wid, wname,gid, lastgid, lastrid,10); 
if(strcmp(getenv("REQUEST_METHOD"),"POST")) { } 
printf("This script should be referenced with a METHOD fclose(fp); 
ofPOSTAn"); retum(TRUE); 
printf("If you don't understand this, see this "); } 
printf("<A 
HREF=X"http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/SoftwareMosaic/Doc assign_value(x,m) 
s/fill-out-forms/overview.htmlX">forms overview</A>.%c",10); int x,m; /* x- index to entries m - max of indices *l 
exit(l); { 
} if (strcmp(entries [x] .name, "filename" )==0) { 
if(strcmp(getenv("CONTENT_TYPE"),"application/x-www- if (entries[x].val[0]=='\0') { 
form-urlencoded")) { printf("File name not defined, please re-enter\n"); 
printf("This script can only be used to decode form jesults. exit(l); 
W,) ; } 
exit(l); strcpy(filel, entries[x].val); 
I } else { 
cl = atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH")); /* for other cases set val to -1 *! 
— if(entries[x].va^O]==AO'){ 
for(x=0;cl && (!feof(stdin));x++) { strcpy(entries[x].vaI, "-1"); 
ratries[x].val = finakeword(stdin;&',&d); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "worker_id")==0) 
plustospace(entries[x].val); worker_id = atoi(entries[x].val); 
unescape_url(entries[x].val); if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "name )==0) 
entries[x].name = makeword(entries[x] .val；=')； strcpy(name, entries[x].val); 
} if(strcmp(entries[x].name, "grp_id )==0) 
grp_id = atoi(entries[x].val); 
for(x=0- X <= m; x++) { if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "last_grp_id")==0) 
，assign_Value(x,m); last_grp_id = atoi(entries[x].val); 
I if (strcmp(entries[x].name, "last_rost_id")==0) 
last_rost_id = atoi(entries[x].val); 
printf("<Hl>Shift Details</Hl>"); } 
printf("The following ffle contains the shift detaUs of the } 
specified worker_id as such:<p>%c",10); 
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HLE *fp, *fpout; 
char *fileout = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)* 100); 
int wid, gid, lastgid, lastrid,i; 
int found, d, h; 
char *wname = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char)* 100); 
strcpy( fileout, filename); 
strcat( fileout, ".tmp"); 
if ((fp = fopen(filename, "r"))==NULL) 
retumO'ALSE); 
if((fpout = fopen(fileout, "w"))==NULL) 
retum(FALSE); 
found = FALSE; 
while (fscanf(fi3, "%d %d %d %d %sVi", 
&wid, &gid, &lastgid, &lastrid, wname )>0) { 
if (wid==worker_id) { 
if (grp_id>0) gid=grp_id; 
if (name[0] != '\0') strcpy(wname,name) ， 
if (last_grp_id>0) lastgid=last_grp_id; 
if (last_rost_id>0) lastrid=last_rost_id; 
found = TRUE; 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %sW, 
wid, gid, lastgid, lastrid, wname); 
} else if ((wid > worker_id)&&(found == FALSE)) 
{ 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %sVi", 
worker_id, grp_id, last_grp_id, 
last_rost_id, name); 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %s\n", 
wid, gid, lastgid, lastrid, wname); 
found = TRUE; 
} 
else 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %s\n", 
wid, gid, lastgid, lastrid, wname); 
} 
if(found==FALSE) { 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %s\n", 





if((fp = fopen(fflename, "w"))==NULL) 
retum(FALSE); 
if ((fpout = fopen(fileout, "r"))==NULL) 
retumOFALSE); 
while (fscanf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %sW', 
&wid, &gid, &lastgid, &lastrid, wname )>0) { 
fprintf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %sVi", 
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if(grp_child[sgpid][i]==0) { 
/* sftsch.c grp_child[sgpid] [i]=gpid; 
/* function: common module containing file read-write and grp_child[sgpid][i+l]=0; 




printf("Group: Too many children %d %d %d 
#include <stdio.h> %d\n", 
#ifndef NO_STDLIB_H gpid, sgpid, oneskill, headcount)； 
#include <stdlib.h> if (skiUs < oneskill) 
#else skills = oneskill; 
char *getenv(); if (groups < gpid) 
#endif groups = gpid; 
#include <string.h> if (groups < sgpid) 
#include "sftsch.h" groups = sgpid; 
} 
#define MAX—ENTRffiS 10000 } 
char *action; fclose(fp); 
for (i=l;i<=groups;i++) { 
printf("<p>grp %d p=%d skill=%d child="，i, 
read_hour(filename) grp_parent[i], 
char *filename; grp_skill[i]); 
{ for O=0;j<=groups;j++) 
Fn.E *fp, *fpout; if (grp_child[i] 0]<=0) 
int dayid, locid, hourid, one_req, i; break; 
if ((fp = fopen(fflename, "r"))==NULL) else 
retumOFALSE); printf(" %d ",grp_child[i]U]); 
while (fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %d\n", } 




continue; char *filename ； 
else { 
req_hour[locid] [dayid] [hourid] = HLE *fp ； 
one_req- int d, 1, r, start_time, end_time, sfttype, wid, rost; 
} - ’ if ((fp = fopen(filename, "r"))==NULL) 
fclose(fp); retumOFALSE); 
retum(TRUE); while (fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", &1, &d, 
} ， &r, 
&start_time, &end_time, &sfttype, &wid, 
read_grp(filename) &rost)>0) { 
chal^filename; if((l<l)ll(l>skills)ll(d<l)ll(d>DAY)ll(r<l)) 
I ， continue; 
FEJE *fp, *fpout; else { 
int gpid, sgpid, oneskill, headcount ,ij; sftid_start_time[l][d][r] = start_time ； 
if ((fp = fopen(filename, "r"))==NULL) sftid_end_time[l][d][r] = end—time; 
retumO'ALSE); sftid_sfttype[l][d][r] = sfttype; 
for (i=0;i<GROUP;i++) { /* sftid_worker[l][d][r] = wid; 
grp_child[i][0]=0; sftid_rost[l][d][r] = rost; */ 
grplparent[i]=0; sftid_worker[l][d][r]= 
grp"skill[i]=0; NOT_DEFINED; 
g^rp_SKiiiLU u, sftid_rost[l][d][r] = NOT—DEFINED; 
groups = 0; } 
} 
/* gather information for requirement */ fclose(fp); 
while (fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %d\n", retum(TRUE); 
&gpid, &sgpid，&oneskill, &headcount) > 0) { } 
if 
((gpid>=GROUP)ll(sgpid>=GROUP)ll(oneskill>=SKILL)ll write_sftid(filename) 
(gpid<=0)ll(sgpid<0)ll(oneskill<0)ll(headcount<0)) { char *filename; 
printf("Group: Invalid range of values %d %d %d { 
%dW, FILE *fpout; 
gpid, sgpid, oneskill, headcount); int d, 1, r; �^^ „ ^ � 
I 卯 卯 if ((fpout = fopen(filename, "w"))==NULL) 
else { retumOFALSE); 
grp_parent[gpid]=sgpid; for (1=1 ； l<=skills; 1++) 
grp size[gpid]=headcount; for (d=l; d<=DAY; d++) 
if5^^neskill>0) { for (r=l; sftid_start_time[l][d][r]>0; r++) 
grp_skill[gpid]=oneskill; fi>rint_ut, ,,%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %dW,, 1， 
skilT_grp[oneskill]=gpid; d，r’ 
I sftid_start_time[l] [d] [r], 
if (sgpid>0) { sftid_end_time[l][d][r], 
for (i=0;i<GROUP-l;i++) sftid_sfttype[l][d][r], 
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char *filename; write_rost(filename) 
{ char *filename; 
FILE *fpout; { 
intd, 1, sf; FILE *fpout; 
int d, g’ r; 
if ((fpout = fopen(filename, "w"))==NULL) if ((fpout = fopen(filename, "w"))==NULL) 
retum(FALSE); retumO^ALSE); 
for (d=1 ； d<DAY ； d++) for (g= 1 ； g<=groups ； g++) 
for (sf=AM; sf<=N; sf++) for (r=l ； (rost_sft[g][r][l] != NOT_DEFINED )&& 
for ( 1 = 1 ; l<=skills; 1 + + ) { (r <= grp_size[g]) ； r++) 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d\n", d, sf, 1， for (d=l ； d<=DAYS; d++) { 
req[d][sf][l]); if((rost_sftid[g][r][d] <=0)&& 
} (rost_sftid[g][r][d] >ROST)){ 
fclose(fpout); rost_sftid[g][r][d] = 0; 
retum(TRUE); rost_skill[g] [r] [d] = 0; 
} } 
fprintf(fpout, "%d %d %d %d %d %d\n", g, r, d, 
read_req(filename) rost_sft[g][r][d], 
char *filename; ((rost_sftid[g] [r] [d]>=0)&& 
{ (rost_sftid[g] [r] [d]<ROST))? 
FTT,F *fp ； rost_sftid[g][r] [d] :0, 
int dayid, locid, sfttype, one_req; (rost_skill[g] [r] [d]>=0)? 
if ((fp = fopen(filename, "r"))==NULL) rost_skill[g][r][d] :0); 
retumO'ALSE); } 
while (fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %dW, fclose(fpout); 




continue; char *filename ； 
else { 
req[dayid] [sfttype] [locid] = one_req; FTLE *fp ； 
} int wid, gid, this_skill, this_rost,last_skill, last_rost, last_sft ； 
fclose(fp); if ((fp = fopen(fiTename, "r"))==NULL) 
retum(TRUE); retumO^ALSE); 
i workers = 0; 
while (fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", &wid, &gid, 
read_rost(filename) &this_skill, &this_rost, 
char *filename . &last_sft,&last_skill,&last_rost)>0) { 
I ’ if(wid>WORKER) 
FILE *fp ； continue; 
int d, g, r, sfttype, sftid, s, oldg=0, oldr=0; else { 
if ((fp = fopen(filename, "r"))==NULL) w_grp[wid] = gid; 
retumO'ALSE); w_skill[wid] = this_skiU; 
/* reset all groups' roster */ w_rost[wid] = this_rost; 
for (g=l;g<=groups;g++) w_last_sft^id] = last_sft; 
rost_sft[g][l][l]=NOT_DEFINED; w_last_skill[wid] 二 last—skm; 
w_last_rost[wid] = last_rost; 
while (fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %d %d\n", &g, &r, &d, if (wid > workers) 
&sfttype, &sftid，&s)>0) { woricers = wid; 
if ( (g<l ) l l (g>groups) l l (d<l ) l l (d>DAY)l l ( r< l ) ) } 
continue; } 
else { fclose(fp); 




— ’ char *filename ； 
/* save current roster info */ { 
rost sft[g][r][d] = sfttype; Fn.E *fp ； 
rostIsftid[g][r][d] = sftid; int wid, gid，this—skill，this_rost,last_skill, last_rost, last_sft ； 
rostIskill[g][r][d] = s ; ， if((fP = fopen(filename, "w"))==NULL) 
/* retum(FALSE); 
rost_sftid[g][r][d] = NOT—DEFINED; for (wid=l; wid<=workers; wid++) { 
rostIskill[g][r][d] = NOT_DEFINED; fprintf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", 
*/ - wid, w_grp[wid]，w_skill[wid] ’ w_rost[wid]， 
w_last_sft[wid] ’ w_last_skill[wid]， 
/* save index */ w_last_rost[wid]); 
oldg = g; } 
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fclose(fp); for (w=l ； ((w_grp[w]>0) && (w<WORKER)); w++) { 
retum(TRUE); ls = w_last_skill[w]; 
} lr = w_last_rost[w]; 
lf = w_last_sft[w]; 
write_w_grp_from_rost(filename) if ((rost_sft[ls] [lr] [4]=='N')II 
char *filename ； (rost_sft[ls] [lr] [7]=='N')) { 
{ w_skill[w] = ls; 
FILE *fp ； if^ rost_sft[ls][lr+1 ] [ 1 ]== NOT_DEFINED) 
int g,r,wid, gid ,d ； w_rost[w] = 1 ； 
if ((fp = fopen(filename, "w"))==NULL) else 
retum^^ALSE); w_rost[w] = lr+l; 
wid=0; } 
for (g=l; g<=groups; g++) else for (r=l; (rost_sft[ls][r][l] != NOT—DEFINED) ； r++) 
for (r=l; rost_sft[g][r][l] != NOT_DEFINED ； r++) { if ((lf==OFF)ll 
wid++; (lf==AM)ll 
if(rand()%4==0) { (rost_sft[ls][r][l]==OFF)ll 
if ((g==2)ll(g==3)) (rost_sft[ls][r][l]==N)ll 
gid=6; ((lf==PM)&& 
if ((g==4)ll(g==5)) ((rost_sft[ls][r][l]==N)ll 
gid=7; (rost_sft[ls][r][l]==PM)))) { 
} else cost_rec[card]= 
gid=g; (rost_sft[ls][r][l]==lf)? 2:1 ； 
cost_xid[card] = w; 
w_grp[wid] = gid; if (yid_map[ls][r] == NOT_DEFINED) 
w_last_rost[wid] = r; yid_map[ls] [r] = ycard++; 
for (d=l;d<DAYS;d++) cost_yid[card] = yid_map[ls] [r]； 
if (rost_skill[g] [r] [d] >0) cost_done[card] = FALSE; 
break; cost_assign[card] = FALSE; 
w_last_skill[wid] = rost_skill[g] [r] [d] ； card++; 
w_last_sft[wid] = rost_sft[g] [r] [7] ； insert_xyid(w,'x'); 
w_skilT[wid] = rost_skill[g][r][l]; insert_xyid(yid_map[ls] [r] ,'y'); 
i f W - S f t [ g ] [r+l][l] == NOT_DEFINED) } 
w_rost[wid] = 1; } 
else total_xy=card; 
w_rost[wid] = r+1 ； printf("\ntot_x %d tot_y %d tot_xy %dW', totaI_xid, 
total_yid,total_xy); 
fprintf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", } 
wid, w_grp[wid]，w_skiU[wid]，w_rost[wid], 
w_last_sft[wid] ’ w_last_skill[wid] ’ insert_xyid(xyid, xy_flag) 
w_last_rost[wid]); intxyid; 
} char xy_flag; 
fclose(fp); { 
retum(TRUE); if (xy_flag=='x') { 
} if(xyid<TXY) 
xneigh[xyid]++; 
/* hungarian.c if (xyid > total_xid) 




main(argc, argv) yneigh[xyid]++; 
{ total_xy = read_cost(); if (xyid > total_yid) 
hungarian(); total_yid = xyid; 
print_ans(); } 
} — } 
* / 
find_min_xy(pxid, px_yid, pyid, py_xid, pxcost, pycost) 
int *pxid, *px_yid; 
int *pyid, *py_xid; 
gen_card() Aoat *pxcost, *pycost; 
{ 一 { 
int xid, yid, card=0; int min_xcount=TXY; 
float xy_cost; int min_ycount=TXY; 
int i, w, r, g, Is，lr,lf, ycard; int ix, iy, icard; 
total_xid=0; for (ix=l ； ix <=totaI_xid; ix++) { 
totafyid=o'; if ((xneigh[ix] < min_xcount) && 
totafxy=0;' (xneigh[ix] > 0)) { 
ycard=0; min_xcount = xneigh[ix]； 
for (i=0;'i<TXY; i++) { *Pxid = ix; 
xneigh[i]=0; ) 
yneigh[i]=0; ) 
for (g=0; g<GROUP; g++) for (iy=l; iy <=total_o'id; iy++) { 
yid_map[g][i]=NOT_DEFINED; if (( yneigh[iy] < mm_^count) && 
} - (yneigh[ix] > 0)) { 
/* gather information for one student */ min_ycount = yneigh[iy]； 
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*pyid = iy; cost_xid[icard], 
} cost_yid[icard], 
} cost_rec[icard]); 
*pxcost= l*TXY; } 
*pycost=l*TXY; } 
for (icard=0; icard<total_xy ; icard++) { } 
if (cost_done [icard]==TRUE) 
continue; conv_ans() 
if (cost_xid[icard]== *pxid) { { 
if (cost_rec[icard] < *pxcost) { int icard, y, w, g,r, done; 
*px_yid = cost_jid[icard]; for (icard=0; icard<total_xy; icard++) { 
*pxcost = cost_rec[icard]; if (cost_assign[icard]== TRUE) { 
} w = cost_xid[icard], 
} done=FALSE; 
if (cost_yid[icard]== *pyid) { for (g=l; 
if (cost_rec[icard] < *pycost) { ((g<=groups)&&(done=FALSE))； g++) 
*py_xid = cost_xid[icard]; for (r=l; 
*pycost = cost_rec[icard] ； ((r<=ROST)&&(done==FALSE)); r++) 
} if (yid_map[g][r]== 
} cost_yid[icard]) 
} done=TRUE; 
if (min_xcount < min_ycount) w_rost[w] = r; 




int xid, yid; 
I /* for solving integer equations with non-negative solution */ 
int ix, iy, icard; 
for (icard=0; icard<total_xy; icard++) { do_loop(n) 
if (cost_done[icard]=TRUE) int n; /* level of recursion */ 
continue; { 
if (cost_xid[icard]== xid) { intj; 
yneigh[cost_yid[icard]]-; if (break_all==TRUE) 
cost_done[icard] 二 TRUE; retum(TRUE); 
} i f (n>l){ 
if (cost_yid[icard]== yid) { for (j=0; j<=MX; j++) { 
xneigh[cost_xid[icard]]-; GU][0] += 1; 
cost_done[icard] = TRUE; do_loop(n-l); 
} if(break_all==TRUE) 
if ((cost_xid[icard]== xid)&& return(TRLffi); 
(cost_yid[icard]== yid)) { GU][0] -= 1 ； 
cost_assign[icard] = TRUE; } 
} } 
} else if (n==l) { 
xneigh[xid]=0; for 0=0； j<=MX; j++) { 
yneigh[yid]=0; copy_G(P,rd,b,G); 
} GU][0] +=1; 
loop_test(); 
hungarian() if (break_all==TRUE) 
{ return(TRUE); 
inti,t_xy; G0][O] -= 1； 
int xid, x_yid; } 
int yid, y_xid; } else if (n==0) { 
float xcost, ycost; copy_G(P,rd,b,G); 
if (total_yid < total_xid) loop—test(); 
t xy = total yid; if (break_all==TRUE) 
els； retum(TRUE); 
t—xy = total_xid; } 
for ( i= l ; i<=t_xy; i++) { } 
find_min_xy(&xid, &x_yid, &yid, &y_xid, &xcost, &ycost); 
i f (x id>0) loop_test() 
update_min_xy(xid, x_yid); { 
else if (yid > 0) gaussian_eliminate(G,b); 
update_min_xy(yid, y_xid); /* print_G(G); */ 
else gaussian_substitute(rd,G,b,sol); 
break. if (check_sol(sol)==TRUE) 
j ， break_all=TRUE; 
} } 
print_ans() check_sol(sol) . 
r /* check if there is any negative values in solution */ 
int icard; float sol[MY+l]; /* solution */ 
for (icard=0; icard<total_xy; icard++) { { 
if (cost_assign[icard]== TRUE) { int i; 
printf("x=%d y=%d, cost=%^n", for (i=l;i<=MY;i++) 
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if (sol[i]< - ZERO) /* start pivoting */ 
break; pivot(G,ptr,eqt); 
if(i>MY) /* print_G(G); */ 
retum(TRUE); ptr++; 
else eqt++; 




/* generate pattem matrix */ /* skip independent variables */ 
float P[MX][MY+1]; /* Pattem matrix */ while ((b[ptr]==TRUE)ll(ptr>MY)) 
{ ptr++； 
int i,j; /* check index ranges */ 
for (i=0;i<MY;i++) { if ((pti>MY)ll(eqt>=MX)) 
for 0=O;j<MY;j++) { break; 
if (j<4) { /* locate the next pivot */ 
P[(i+j)%MY][i+l]=1.0; while (eqt<MX) { 







copy_G(P,rd,b,G) if ((pti>MY)ll(eqt>=MX)) 
/* construct equation matrix */ break; 
float P[MX] [MY+1]; /* Pattem matrix */ } 
float rd[MY]; /* requirement */ } 
int b[MY+l] ; /* list of independent variables */ 
float G[MX] [MY+1] ； /* equation matrix */ int gaussian_substitute(rd,G,b,sol) 
{ intrdOV[Y]; 
inti,j; floatG[MX][MY+l]; 
，’ int b[MY]; /* basic feasible solution */ 
for (i=l;i<MY+l;i++) float sol[MY+l]; 
for 0=O;j<MY;j++) { 
if (b[i]==TRUE) /* G[][0] is to store the constant vector */ 
GU][i]= 0.0; int i，j，k，l，p，count，col; 
else int ptr,eqt; 
GG][i]=PO][i]; , , 
/* back substitution */ 
for 0=O;j<MY;j++) Ptr= MY; 





float G[MX] [MY+1] ； /* equation matrix */ /* skip independent vanables */ 
{ while (03[ptr]==TRU^&&(ptn>0)) 
inti,j; Ptr-; 
for 0=O;j<MY;j++) { /* locate basic variables */ 
for (i=0;i<MY;i++) { while ((G[eqt][ptr]<ZERO)&&(ptr>0)) 
printf("%1.2f "，GU][i+l]); ptr-; 
I /* skip independent variables */ 
printf(" = %1.2fW, GU][0]); while ((b[ptr]==TRU^&&(ptn>0)) 
} Ptr--; 
printf("\n")' /* check index ranges */ 
} ， if((ptr<l)ll(eqt<0)) 
break; 
int gaussian_eliminate(G,b) if (ptr== MY) 
float G[MX][MY+1]; sol[ptr] = G[eqt][0]; 
int b[MY] ； /* independent variables */ else 
I sol[ptr] = substitute(G,sol,eqt,ptr); 
/* G[][0] is to store the constant vector */ eqt-; 
int i,j,k,l,p,count,col; ptr—; 
int ptr,eqt; } 
} /* end gaussian */ 
/* start gaussian elimination */ 
eqt=0;ptr=l; positive_G(G, ptr, eqt) 
while ((eqt<M^&&(ptr<=MY)) /* to make the element ptr for equations >= eqt positive */ 
{ floatG[MX][MY+l]; 
/* skip independent variables */ int eqt, ptr; 
while ((b[ptr]==TRUE)ll(ptr>MY)) { 
ptr++； int i; 
if ((ptr>MY)ll(eqt>=MX)) /* first multiply by -1 to those equations with G[i][ptr] < 0 */ 
break; for (i=eqt;i<MX;i++) { 
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if(G[i][ptr]<=-ZERO){ 
multiply_eqt(G,i, -1.0); float temp; 
} 
} for (col=0;col<(MY+l);col++) 
} { 
temp = G[eqtl][col]; 
int pivot(G,ptr,eqt) G[eqtl][col] = G[eqt2][col]; 
float G[MX]PvlY+l]; G[eqt2][col] = temp ； 
int ptr,eqt; } 
{ retum(l); 
int one[MX]; } 
int zero[MX]; 
int ij,no_one,no_zero,done; int minus_eqt(G,eqt 1 ,eqt2) 
floattemp; floatG[MX][MY+l]; 
I* store zero in accending order, one in decending order */ int eqtl ,eqt2; 
no_zero=0; { 
for (i=eqt;i<MX;i++) /* eqtl = eqtl - eqt2; */ 
if (G[i][ptr]<ZERO) int col; 
zero[no_zero++]=i; for (col=0;col<(MY+1) ;col++) 




one[no_one++]=i; int divide_eqt(G,eqt,val) 
one[no_one]= -1; floatG[MX]pVLY+l]; 
/* swap zeros with ones equations */ int eqt; 
float val; 
{ 
done=FALSE; i=0; j=0; no—one--; int col; 
while (done==FALSE) if (val<ZERO) 
if(zero[i]<0) retum(0); 
done=TRUE; for (col=0;col<(MY+l);col++) 
else if (oneG]<0) G[eqt] [col] /= val; 
done=TRUE; retum(l); 
else if (zero[i]>onem) } 
done=TRUE; 
else int multiply_eqt(G,eqt,val) 
swap_eqt(G,zero[i++] ,oneU++]); float G[MX]P^Y+1]; 
int eqt; 
/* check if any coeff is non-zero */ float val; 
if(G[eqt][ptr]<ZERO) { 
retum(0); int col; 
/* normalize the ones equations with colomn ptr */ for (col=0;col<(MY+1) ;col++) 
G[eqt][col] *= val; 
for (i=eqt;i<MX;i++) retum( 1); 
if(G[i][ptr]>ZERO) } 
divide_eqt(G,i,G[i][ptr]); 













temp = G[eqt][0]; /* const */ 
for (i=ptr+l;i<=MY;i++) 
temp -= G[eqt][i]*sol[i]; 
retum(temp); 
} /* end substitute */ 




/* eqtl <=> eqt2 */ 
int col; 
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/* util.c provided by NCSA Web server，provided here for 
reference only */ void unescape_url(char *url) { 
#include <stdio.h> register int x,y; 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> for(x=0,y=0;url[y] ;++x,++y) { 
#include "util.h" if((url[x] = url[y]) =='%') { 




void getword(char *word, char *line，char stop) { url[x] = '\0'; 
int X = 0,y; } 
for(x=0;((line[x]) && (line[x] != stop));x++) void plustospace(char *str) { 
word[x] = line[x]； register int x; 
word[x] =�0’； for(x=0;str[x];x++) if(str[x] == '+') str[x]=‘‘； 
if(line[x]) ++x; } 
y=0; 
int rind(char *s, char c) { 
while(line[y++] = line[x++]); register int x; 
} for(x=strlen(s) - l;x != -1; x--) 
if(s[x] == c) retum x; 
char *makeword(char *line，char stop) { retum -1; 
int X = 0,y; } 
char *word = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * (strlen(line) + 
1))； int getUne(char *s, int n, FILE *f) { 
register int i=0; 
for(x=0;((line[x]) && (line[x] != stop));x++) 
word[x] = line[x]; while(l){ 
s[i] = (char)fgetc(f); 
word[x] = \0'; 
i f ( l i n e [ x ] ) + + X ； _ ] = = C R ) 
y = 0 ; s[i] = fgetc(f); 
while(line[y++] = line[x++]); if((s[i] == 0x4) II (s[i] == LF) II (i = (n-l))) { 
retum word; s[i] =、0’； 
} retum (feof(f) ？ 1 : 0); 
char *fmakewordO^LE *f, char stop, int *cl) { ++i; 
int wsize; } 
char *word; } 
int 11; 
void send_fdO^^E *f, HLE *fd) 
wsize = 102400; { 
H=0; int num_chars=0; 
word = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * (wsize + 1)); char c; 
while(l) { while (1) { 
word[ll] = (char)fgetc(f); c = fgetc(f); 
if(ll==wsize) { if(feof(f)) 
word[ll+l] = '\0'; retum; 
wsize+=102400; fputc(c,fd); 
word = (char *)realloc(word,sizeof(char)*(wsize+l)); } 
} } 
--(*cl); 
if((word[ll] == stop) 11 (feof(f)) II (!(*cl))) { int ind(char *s, char c) { 
if(word[ll] != stop) 11++; register int x; 
word[ll] 二、0'; 
word = (char *) reaUoc(word, 11+1); for(x=0;s[x];x++) 
retum word; if(s [x] == c) retum x ； 
十+ll. retum -1; 
} ‘ } 
void escape_shell_cmd(char *cmd) { 
char x2c(char *what) { register int x,y,l; 
register char digit; 
l=strlen(cmd); 
digit = (what[0] >= 'A' ？ ((what[0] & Oxdf) - 'A')+10 : for(x=0;cmd[x];x++) { 
( w � [ 0 ] - ’0,)); if(ind("&rVI*7-o-()[]{ }$\\\xOA"’cmd[x]) != -1){ 
digk *= 16;， for(y=l+l;y>x;y--) 
digit += (what[l] >= 'A' ？ ((what[l] & Oxdf) - 'A')+10 : cmd[y] = cmd[y-l]; 
(what[l] - '0'))； 1++； I* length has been increased */ 
retum(digit); cmd[x] = 'W; 
j X++; /* skip the character */ 
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/* util.h provided by NCSA server. Here for reference only */ 
void getword(char *word, char *line，char stop); 
char *makeword(char *line, char stop); 
char *fmakeword(FILE *f, char stop, int *cl); 
char x2c(char *what); 
void unescape_url(char *url); 
void plustospace(char *str); 
int rind(char *s, char c); 
int getline(char *s, int n, FILE *f); 
void send_fd(FILE *f，FILE *fd); 
int ind(char *s, char c); 
void escape_shell_cmd(char *cmd); 
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int w_sno[WORKER]； /* no of skUl of 
/* sftsch.h worker id ,eol = -1 */ 
* header file for staff scheduUng int def[SKHX] ； /* demand of 
*/ workers for each skill */ 
#include <stdio.h> int assg[WORKER]； /* assignment of worker (in 
#include <string.h> sur):retum skill */ 
/ * - l i f n o t 
/* hard parameters */ assigned */ 
#defineDAY 8 /* max no of int undef[SKILL]; /* no of workers stiU deficit 
days in a week 1-7 */ */ 
#defineDAYS 7 /* maxno of int avail[SKILL]; /* current assigned workers 
days in a week 0-6 */ no */ 
#define SfflFT 4 /* 0 - am，1 - int sur_ord[WORKER]; /* workers id in 
pm, 2 - night, 3 - off */ order of assignment */ 
#define HOUR 25 /* hourstobe int skill_ord[SKILL]; /*skill idmorderof 
scheduled 7-24*/ assignment */ 
#define SHOUR 7 /*first hourto int sur_count; 
start work*/ int tabu_sur[TABU]； 
#define PHOUR 15 /* last start work int idx_tabu; 
hour of pm */ int idx_rollback; 
#define AHOUR 11 /* last start work 
hour of am */ int w_grp[WORKER];/* group of worker skill */ 
#defmeWHOUR 8 /* no ofhoursto int w_rostrWORKER]; /* this week roster 
work */ assignment of worker */ 
#defmeNHOUR 23 /* start work int w_skill[WORKER]; /* this week skill assignment 
hour of night shift */ of worker */ 
#define NOT—DEFINED -1 /* end of list 
indicator */ /* week roster information from roster rotation */ 
#defme AM 0 /*int week_patt[WORKER] ； /* pattem no of worker assigned 
#defmePM 1 */ , 
#defme N 2 /*int week_skill[WORKER] ； /* location of work for the worker 
#defmeOFF 3 assigned */ 
/*int week_rost[WORKER]; /* roster no of worker assigned */ 
/* soft parameters */ 
#define SKRL 20 /* daily assignment */ 
#define WORKER 300 /* int day_sftid[WORKER]; 
#defme TABU 10 /* int day_skill[WORKER]; */ 
#defineROST 100 
#define SFTlD 100 /* should use roster id; */ 
#definePREASSG 100 int rost_sft[GROUP][ROST][DAY]; /* shifttypeforeach 
#define GROUP 20 roster day, A P N */ 
#defmeMAXLOOP 500 introst_sftid[GROUP][ROST][DAY]; /* sftidforeachroster 
#defineMAN_MIX 50 day*/ 
#defineNIGHT_ADJUST 1.6 int rost_skill[GROUP][ROST][DAY]; /* locationnamefor 
#define DAY—ADJUST 1.2 each roster day */ 
#define TABU_SIZE 7 
/* histoty information of workers */ 
/* for solving (4,7) problem */ int w_last_sfl[WORKER] ； /* last shift assignment of 
#define MX 7 worker */ 
#defme MY 7 int w_last_skiU[WORKER] ； /* location of work for the worker 
#defmeNEG -1000 assigned */ 
#defme PRINT 0 int w_last_rost[WORKER] ； /* roster no of worker assigned */ 
#define THRESHOLD 3 
#define ONE 0.999 /* preassignment infomation */ 
#define ZERO 0.001 int preassg_worker[PREASSG]; 
#define PSEE 0.1 int preassg_skill[PREASSG]; 
int preassg_sfttype[PREASSG]; 
float substitute(float [MX][MY+l],float [MY+l],int,int); int preassg_sfdd[PREASSG]； 
/* global variables */ int sftid_start_time[SKILL] PDAY] [SFTID]； 
float sol[MY+l];/* solution */ int sftid_end_time[SKILL][DAY][SFnD]； 
float rdP^Y] ； /* requirement */ int sftid_sfttype[SKILL] [DAY] [SFTID]； 
float GP^X]pvlY+l]; /* equation matrix */ int sftid_worker[SK3LL] ff>AY] [SFTID]； 
float P[MX] [MY+1]; /* pattem matrix */ int sftid_rost[SKILL] [DAY] [SFTID]； 
int bpvlY+1] ； /* list of independent variables */ . 
int break_all; /* to indicate that solution is found */ int req_hour[SKILL]ff)AY]piOUR] ; /* no of workers for 
each skiU and hour */ 
int location_no; 
/*int w_skill[WORKER] [SKELL]； /* worker skill: int preassg_no; 
FALSE-not feasible, TRUE-feasible*/ int worker—no; 
int sur[WORKER] ； /* Ust of surplus worker id 
eol = -l */ 
int sur_sno[WORKER]; /* no ofskiU of /* int req[DAY][SKILL][SHnT];/* requirement matrix */ 
surplurworker id ,eol = -1 */ int n[DAY][SfflFT]; /* node capacity */ 
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int v[DAY][SHffT][SHIFT]; /* arc flow from day to day + float cost_rec[CARD]； 
1 */ int cost_xid[CARD]； 
/* between one int cost_yid[CARD]； 
shift to another */ int cost_yid[CARD]； 
/* int cost_done[CARD]； 
(v(tl,d),v(t2,d+l)) */ int cost_assign[CARD]； 
int min_worker[SKDJL]; 
int z[8]; /* number of night shift pattern, index 0 not used */ 
int tuplel[8] ; /* corresponding tuplel of index eg tuplel[l]=6; 
*/ 
int tuple2[8];/* corresponding tuplel of index eg tuple2[l]=3; 
*/ 
int req[DAY][SfflFT] [SKILL] ； /* requirement matrix */ 
int mix[DAY] [SfflFT] [SKILL] ； /* requirement matrix for 
mixing */ 
int grpreq[DAY] [SfflFT] [GROUP] ； /* remaining requirement 
matrix for group */ 
int grpsur[DAY] [SfflFT] [GROUP] ； /* surplus of manshift for 
each group */ 
int weekreq[SKHX]; /* weekly requirement matrix */ 
int grp_parent[GROUP] ； /* parent of a group */ 
int grp_chUd[GROUP][GROUP] ； /* child of a group */ 
/* each 2nd index contains gpid for 
children*/ 
int grp_skill[GROUP] ； /* skiU of base group */ 
int skill_grp[SKILL] ； /* group with this skill as base skiU 
*/ 
int grp_size[GROUP] ； /* size of all groups */ 
int grp_mark[GROUP] ； /* mark of groups 0-not tested 
l-OK-l-notOK*/ 
int min_worker[SKILL] ； /* minimum number of workers 
in each skill */ 
int za[DAY] [GROUP] ； /* worker pattem no for night-with-
am */ 
int zp[DAY] [GROUP] ； /* worker pattem no for night-with-
pm */ 
int pp[DAY] [GROUP] ； /* worker pattem no for day */ 
int aa[DAY] [GROUP] ； /* worker pattem no for day */ 
int best_za[DAY] [GROUP] ； /* worker pattern no for night-
with-am */ 
int best_zp[DAY] [GROUP] ； /* worker pattem no for night-
with-pm */ 
int best_pp[DAY] [GROUP]； /* worker pattem no for day */ 
int best_aa[DAY] [GROUP] ； /* worker pattern no for day */ 
int best_t_za[DAY] ； /* worker pattern no for night-with-am 
*/ 一 
int best_t_zp[DAY] ； /* worker pattem no for night-with-pm 
*/ 
int best_t_pp[DAY] ； /* worker pattern no for day */ 
int best_t_aa[DAY] ； /* worker pattem no for day */ 
int skills; /* total number of skiUs */ 
int groups; /* total number of groups */ 
int workers; /* total number of workers */ 
int n[DAY] [SfflFT] ； /* node capacity */ 
int threshold; /* no of shifts of decifit for 
global roster 
to be acceptable */ 
int tabu_idx; /* current index of tabu */ 
int tabuJl [TABU_SIZE] ； /* tabu of day 1 */ 
int t a b u � 1 [TABU_SIZE] ； /* tabu of sft 1 */ 
int tabu_i2[TABU_SLZ:E] ； /* tabu of day 2*/ 
int tabuJ2[TABU_SIZE]； /* tabu of sft 2*/ 
#define TXY 400 








Appendix C - Detail Solution of D1 
Shift Requirement for D1 
Shift Type 一 Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 
A 24 2T 20 — 23 22 21 2 ^ 
p 24 20 20 23 22 21 — 21 
N 20丨 1?! 17| i 9 | 1s| i 7 | 18 
Solution for D1 
Pattern No. Mon ~"Tue| Wed| Thur| Fri| S ^ Sun Req 
Wrk 
1 — A ~o" A A A A A 1 
2 — A A _ ^ 0 ] A A A A 3 
3 - A A A 0 A A A 1 
4 A A A A 0 A A 2 
5 A A A A A 0 A _^ 
6 “ N N N N 0 0 A 4 
7 - A ~A A ~ ~ ^ A A 0 4 
8 一 A 0 N “ N N ]± 0 3 
9 _ 0 A A A A l _ A A 3 
10 “ A "A 0 N N N N 4 
11 — 0 0 A A A A A 4 
12 “ A A A 0 N N N 5 
13 “ N 0 0 A A A A 5 
14 — p ~ p P - P P: P 0 1 
15 P 0 P P P ~ _ _ P P 1 
16 “ P P 0 P P _ Z ^ P P 3 
17 一 P P P P 0" P P L 
18 “ P P P P P ~ 0 P 1 
19 “ N N N N 0 0 P 4 
20 — P ~P P “ P p- P 0 i 
21 — P N N “ N N 0 0 i 
22 — 0 ~ P p" P P ^ ^ 4 
23 — P P 0 N N J i Z Z E 2 
24 0 0" P P P P P 2 
25 — P — P P - 0 N N \± 2 
26 - N 0 0 P P — P P 2 
27 P P P" P 0 N | i 2 
28 “ N N 0 0 P 一 P P 2 
29 — P P P P P" 0 N 3 
30 — N — N N — 0 0" P P 3 
Summary 
Total worker 8J_ 
Total A 24 23 21 "i5" 22 _ 2 3 _ 2 4 
Total P “ 24 23 21 ~ " 2 4 23 _ ^ 23 
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